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Activity report 
October 2020
Market sentiment has deteriorated significantly against a background of tougher restrictions to fight the virulent 
second wave of the Covid epidemic. The new measures brought the period of calm that had reigned in the 
markets since the end of August to an end. Volatility indicators started to climb again and the equity indices 
fell (Eurostoxx 50 -7.3%, S&P 500 -2.7%) after factoring in the adverse impact of these measures on economic 
recovery. Interest-rate movement have for the moment remained limited, thanks mainly to support from the 
central banks. The ECB has implicitly undertaken to "recalibrate its instruments" at the December meeting of 
the Governing Council. In these conditions, German 10-year yield fell by 11 basis points to -0.63% while the 
Italian 10-year rate remained stable over the period. Similarly, Euro IG credit spreads remained remarkably 
stable (-3bp to 116bp), largely due to strong technical support from the ECB while the Itraxx Main 5-year 
widened by 6bp over the month. By sector, it is worth noting the outperformance of the industrial sector and 
particularly the automobile. The portfolio posted a gain of +0.29% over the month. The fund benefited from its 
level of carry of more than 1%, the good performance of the automobile sector (8% of allocation) and the 
outperformance of bonds versus derivatives during the month. We have slightly increased our interest rate 
and credit sensitivity (by respectively +10bp and +40bp), in particular by subscribing to new issues on the 
primary market.

November 2020
Despite a month marked by the reintroduction of lockdown measures in response to a second wave of the 
epidemic, investor morale continued to rise as the main uncertainties gradually faded: outcome of the US 
elections with the victory of Joe Biden despite the outgoing president's attempts to contest the results, flow of 
good news on Covid-19 vaccines and their high efficacy rates. The central banks remain more than ever at 
the center of maintaining the confidence of the financial markets, gradually dissipating the aversion to risk. 
Investors are now expecting the ECB to announce additional support in December. In these conditions, the 
bond markets performed well. While German yields remained globally stable, Italy's 10-year spread ended the 
month at 119bp, i.e a contraction of 20bp, whereas the spreads of Spain and Portugal tightened by respectively 
11bp and 12bp to end the month at respectively 65bp and 60bp. IG credit spreads have returned to very close 
to their pre-crisis level at around 94bp. The search for yield was particularly stimulating for BBB-rated bonds 
(-25bp) and cyclical sectors (banks -23bp, auto -22bp) with investors switching from defensive sectors to those 
directly impacted by the announcement of a vaccine. The riskiest segments also recorded a clear rebound, 
with a strong tightening for high-beta assets (High yield -110bp, Cocos -72bp, Insurance subordinated -49bp, 
Corporate Hybrids -39bp). This very positive environment for credit with a strong contraction in spreads 
enabled the portfolio to post a solid performance of +0.67% for the month. The fund benefited from the 
generalized tightening in bond spreads. Although we made no changes to sensitivity during the month, we 
increased our exposure to Italy by 30bp. In Credit, we continue to have a preference for the financial, 
automobile and telecom sectors.

December 2020
Despite new lockdown measures taken to combat the upsurge in the epidemic, leading activity indicators 
(PMI) were up in December, both in the manufacturing and services sectors and household confidence 
remains firm, probably upheld by the arrival of vaccines. With regard to the central banks, the ECB has 
increased the amount of its PEPP program by €500 billion and extended bank refinancing via TLTRO III 
for one year. Lastly, the United Kingdom's withdrawal from the European Union will take place within the 
framework of a free-trade agreement. Thus, despite the rising number of Covid cases in many countries, the 
markets have chosen to focus on the good news. German yields remained stable in December (10-year 
rate at -0.57%) whereas US yields rose slightly. The Italian 10-year spread ended the month at 110bp against 
Germany, down by 9bp. Lastly, IG credit spreads remained at their pre-crisis level of around 93bp (for the 
IG index). The primary market remained quiet, with only €2.8 billion of new IG paper placed as companies 
had already refinanced strongly over the past few months. Note that the news that the ECB will authorize 
banks to resume dividend payments in 2021, even partially, has benefited banks' AT1 bonds (Cocos -10bp) 
whereas the hunt for yield continued to benefit high-beta assets (Insurance subordinates -18bp, High Yield 
-13bp, Corporate Hybrids -6bp and BBB -3bp). Over the month, the fund achieved a solid performance of 
0.34%. The fund benefited in particular from the good performance of Italian debt and subordinated debt. 
At the same time, the ITraxx hedges cost nothing in December. The fund's sensitivity remains stable at 0.64. 
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We have made some room in the Credit portion by selling some long maturities on the assumption that the 
primary market will start up again strongly in January. 

January 2021
In January, the ECB stressed the flexible nature of its arsenal of monetary weapons while the Fed has pushed 
back any speculation as to a possible "tapering", stressing the importance of an improvement in price levels 
and employment before contemplating any reduction in the pace of its asset purchases. Despite the 
uncertainties raised by the new restrictions linked to Covid-19 and the uneven progress of the vaccination 
campaigns, investor optimism continued throughout most of the month. In the United States, the Democrat 
victory in Congress, followed immediately by Joe Biden's announcement of a $1.9 trillion aid package, boosted 
expectations of growth and inflation. In this environment, US 10-year yield rose to a high of 1.15% at the 
beginning of the month. In Europe, the movement in German ten-year yield was more moderate, ending the 
month at -0.51%, i.e. up by +6bp. We also saw an upsurge in volatility on 'peripheral' debt, marked by renewed 
political instability in Italy. Giuseppe Conte's resignation and the dissolution of the coalition in place up to 
then pushed Italian spreads wider by +15bp. In the credit market, spreads remained globally unchanged over 
the month, with the Euro IG spread ending the month at +93bp (+1bp). The abundant supply of new issues 
(€30.7 billion in January) was well absorbed by the markets. High beta securities outperformed slightly due 
to their lower sensitivity to interest rates. The portfolio's interest-rate sensitivity remains unchanged at 0.67. 
Credit exposure has increased slightly, mainly through subscribing to new issues on the primary market. 
In contrast, we have significantly reduced our exposure to Italy, from 80bp to 18bp in terms of sensitivity. The 
Credit exposure and, to a lesser extent, the position on the steepening of the yield curve (on the 10-30 years 
section) enabled the fund to post a positive performance for the month. 

February 2021
The acceleration of the vaccination campaigns in developed countries, the decline in new cases and the 
improvement in macroeconomic indicators kindled a wave of optimism in the markets in February. The scale 
of the US stimulus package strengthens the scenario of a stronger than expected recovery in the United States, 
and a possible reappearance of inflation. The result was a strong rise in US yields during the month, with 
the 10-year rate up by 34bp to end the month at 1.4%. European yields also rose. Nonetheless, this movement 
seems due more to a contagion effect than to any improvement in the growth outlook or any real expectation 
of inflationary tensions. The German 10-year rate thus rose by 26bp, ending the month at -0.26%. Neither 
did this movement spare the sovereign yields of the 'peripheral' countries, Spanish and Italian 10-year yields 
rose by respectively 27bp and 12bp to end the month at 0.42% and 0.76%. Both in the United States and 
in Europe, the rise in yields was more pronounced for long maturities than for short ones, leading to a significant 
steepening of the yield curve. However, this more favorable market environment for risky assets had very 
little effect on Investment Grade credit spreads, which remained unchanged over the month. Nonetheless, 
high-beta securities outperformed, particularly subordinated debt and high yield and the cyclical sectors 
continued to catch up with the non-cyclical sectors. This enabled the fund to achieve a positive performance 
in February. In the portfolio, sensitivity was down month on month at 0.54. We have continued to reduce our 
exposure to the long end of the yield curve. This reduction in sensitivity was achieved in particular via German 
futures. In Credit, we have slightly increased our exposure, in particular by increasing the weight of 
subordinated debt. The Itraxx hedges are stable and represent 34% of total assets.

March 2021
The new round of restrictive measures taken by the Eurozone countries to counter the third wave of the 
epidemic contrast sharply with the vigor of the economic recovery under way in the United States. The 'reflation 
trade' continues to be the theme favored by investors. Eurozone government bond yields nonetheless 
remained steady thanks to the ECB's commitment to accelerating the pace of its PEPP purchases. The ECB 
reassured the markets by confirming its intention of maintaining favorable financing conditions through the 
stability of sovereign yields at low levels. German 10-year yield remained stable at -0.31%, i.e -3bp, with the 
5-year rate at -0.63%, down by -6bp over the month. 'Peripheral' country spreads also remained close to their 
end-February levels at 95bp for Italy, 62bp for Spain and 51bp for Portugal, i.e down by around -3bp over the 
month. In the Credit markets ,despite very large issuance volumes (twice the volume placed in February in 
investment grade non-financial securities), spreads remained virtually stable, at 90bp for IG credit. The high-
beta segments continued to outperform (high yield, financial subordinated debt, corporate hybrids and the 
cyclical sectors such as automobile and energy).Amundi STAR 2's credit exposure remains globally 
unchanged, with the carry rate and good performance of high-beta securities enabling the fund to post a 
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positive performance for the month. In contrast, we are continuing to reduce interest-rate sensitivity, which 
now stands at 0.27 while at the same time implementing a yield curve steepening strategy. The contribution 
to sensitivity of the 10-year and over section of the curve is negative by around -100bp. 

April 2021
Solid economic indicators, the central banks' renewed support and the good corporate earnings released for 
the first quarter, benefited the riskier segments of the bond universe. The continuing worries concerning 
sovereign bonds, inflation, the rising number of Covid cases and the risk of a possible tapering off of the central 
banks' ultra-loose monetary policies were relegated to second place and did not affect investors' positive mood. 
Credit spreads tightened by 6bp over the month, down to 84bp for the Investment Grade market all maturities. 
The high-beta credit segments continued to outperform, with CoCos (tightening by -22bp), High Yield and 
insurance subordinated (both tightening by 11bp) and Corporate Hybrids (-9bp) being the main beneficiaries 
.Against this background, Amundi STAR 2 posted a solid performance of +0.31% in April. We are taking 
advantage of this to increase our HY exposure slightly to 15.9%. This comprises both BB-rated issuers and 
the subordinated debt of IG issuers. The fund also benefited during the month from its positions on the 
steepening of the yield curve as the German 10-year rate rose by 9bp over the month whereas the 2-year rate 
remained stable at -0.69%. European long-term interest rates continue to factor in, a little more each month, 
a return to normal. At the same time, we note that, as expected, headline inflation in the Eurozone rose to 
1.6% (year on year) in April due to base effects and the rise in oil prices. In contrast, core inflation was down 
at 0.8% (vs 0.9% the previous month) In these conditions, inflation expectations, having already integrated 
these technical factors, remained globally stable over the month. Interest-rate sensitivity remained unchanged 
at slightly above 0.

May 2021
May was, on the whole, a fairly calm month. Yields continued on their upward path during the first half of the 
month due to the combined effects of economic indicators (better than expected in Europe) and the success 
of the vaccination campaigns. All this naturally fueled fears of a slowdown in the pace of ECB purchases, but 
these fears were finally lulled by the statements made by the members of the ECB's Governing Council. In the 
Eurozone, yields rose only marginally and above all for the 10-year + portion. The credit markets remained 
remarkably stable in May, with spreads fluctuating within a narrow band of 2 basis points despite the volatility 
in other markets (sovereign bonds and equities). We nonetheless noted some profit taking on the longest 
maturities, insurance subordinated debt and corporate hybrids, which explains the fund's slightly negative 
performance for the month. However, the outlook for Credit remains positive: the results released during the 
first-quarter reporting season confirmed that corporate fundamentals are improving, and primary market 
activity remains robust, with a good volume of regularly oversubscribed new issues, indicating a keen appetite 
for this asset class. The main positions remained unchanged during the month, particularly Credit exposure, 
with a preference for subordinated debt (16%) and BB-rated issuers (17%), but also the yield curve steepening 
strategy. More specifically, we have slightly reduced our exposure to Italy and increased the short positions 
on US treasuries. At the same time, the portfolio's overall sensitivity remains close to 0.

June 2021
The ECB has confirmed its intention of maintaining its highly accommodative monetary policy and 
determination to maintain favorable financing conditions. Tapering is therefore not yet on the agenda and the 
PEPP is expected to continue at a robust pace of around €80 billion a month. Taking note of the acceleration 
in economic recovery in the Eurozone, the ECB nonetheless raised its forecasts for growth and inflation 
in 2021 to, respectively, 4.6% and 1.9%. As for inflation, at 2% year on year in May, it has reached the ECB's 
target for the first time since 2018.The US 10-year rate fluctuated within a broad bracket during the month, 
with a peak of 1.63% at the beginning of the month and a low of 1.43% after the Fed's announcements. 
It ended June at below its end-May level, at 1.47% (down by 10bp). In the Eurozone, interest rates moved 
very little, with a very slight rise in German 10-year yield, up by 3bp to -0.21% at the end of June .Credit 
spreads continued to tighten throughout the month, particularly the high-beta segments, such as subordinated 
debt and high yield, which continued to benefit from the reflation theme and the improved economic conditions. 
This was the main driver of the fund's performance in June, with an increase in NAV of more than 20bp. 
Within the portfolio, we raised the exposure to subordinated debt from 16% to 19% while leaving the HY 
exposure unchanged. Interest-rate sensitivity remains close to 0, however we have reduced the swaps hedges 
to increase those on Germany and, to a lesser extent, on France and the United States.
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July 2021
Long-term interest rates fell on both sides of the Atlantic in July, by around 25bp for 10-year rates in Germany, 
to -0.46%, and to 1.23% in the US, with greater volatility than in the Eurozone. Several factors could explain 
this fall, which brought interest rates back down to their levels of last February: The momentum of the indicators 
has slowed slightly. In effect, business surveys have reached a ceiling or dropped slightly from very high levels 
reached that reflected the catching up of activity after health restrictions were eased. The spread of the delta 
variant and its disruptive impact on activity (absence from work due to quarantine leave leads to the closure 
of part of the productive system) is a plausible explanation, particularly as the health impact is not yet known 
even though vaccination continues to progress in developed countries, particularly in Europe. Note that the 
United Kingdom is a good testing ground for assessing the danger of this variant for a highly vaccinated 
population. The continuing intervention of the central banks during a month with low issuance volumes 
probably accentuated the movement. The ECB's purchases in July anticipate part of those to be made in 
August, bringing net Sovereign issuance into clearly negative territory. The fall in interest rates has had 
numerous consequences. Firstly, interest-rate curves have flattened, particularly in Germany (all segments) 
and the US (5-10 years segment). Also, the sovereign debt of core countries tightened against swaps whereas 
the spreads of 'peripheral' countries widened by on average +5bp. Lastly, IG credit spreads held firm against 
swap while HY spreads widened by +8bp over the month. The fund's performance for the month suffered 
above all from the flattening of the German yield curve. To a lesser degree, the slight widening in spreads on 
subordinated debt and HY also detracted from the portfolio's performance. At this stage, we are keeping the 
main positions unchanged: interest-rate sensitivity at close to 0 with a curve steepening strategy, credit 
sensitivity of close to 2; HY allocation of close to 18%.

August 2021
Despite a fairly calm start to the month, the markets became agitated on the release of the Minutes of the 
FOMC meeting where some FED members repeated that a plan to taper asset purchases could be rolled out 
before the end of the year. These discussions together with an acceleration in the pace of the recovery in the 
labor market (+943k job creations in July and unemployment down to 5.4%) and higher inflation in the US 
pushed interest rates up. In the Eurozone, the economic indicators remain anchored at high levels, as can be 
seen from PMI which came out at 59.5 in August. Like in the US, interest rates finally came under pressure at 
the end of the month, due in particular to the acceleration in Eurozone inflation to 3% (a 10-year high). 
The German 10-year rate ended the month at -0.38%, i.e. +8bp higher than at the end of July. The 'peripheral' 
countries lost some ground against the core countries, with Italy's 10-year spread widening by 4bp to end the 
month at 109bp versus the Bund. Credit spreads moved within a very narrow range, confirming the resilience 
they have demonstrated throughout 2021. It was a surprisingly strong month of August for the primary market 
with new issues amounting to €25.8 billion, levels that did not however suffice to satisfy investors' strong 
demand. By segment, hybrids and high yield outperformed the safer credit segments (European High Yield 
+0,37%, Bank AT1 +0,51%), benefiting from the positive growth momentum in the Eurozone and reduced 
sensitivity to interest rates. Over the month, the fund recorded a slightly positive performance. The fund 
benefited from its current rate of return of close to 0.65% annualized and the rise in interest rates at the end 
of the month. In effect, we are maintaining short positions on the long part of the curve, with both German and 
US futures contracts. Overall sensitivity remains at close to 0 and the credit allocation is unchanged.

September 2021
The interest rates of 'core' countries such as Germany and France gradually began to trend up during the 
month. At the ECB conference, the economic forecasts were raised, with growth now forecast at 5% for 2021 
(versus 4.7% previously) with a return to pre-Covid levels by the end of 2021. The Governing Council has 
decided to slow the pace of PEPP purchases over the coming months (around €70 billion/month). Nonetheless, 
Christine Lagarde took a cautious tone in her speech, highlighting that this decision was merely re-calibration 
and ruling out the idea of 'tapering' as such. Despite this reassuring tone, investors have begun to factor in a 
generalized normalization in the medium term and have reassessed their interest rate expectations. This 
sentiment was reinforced by the announcements from the FED and the BoE, with the latter taking the markets 
by surprise by leaving the door open to a normalization of its interest-rate policy, even before the end of its 
asset purchases program. Given the revised growth and inflation figures on both sides of the Atlantic, the 
curves have steepened. Investors have in particular taken into account an inflationary effect that is less 
transitory than had been announced by the institutions. Against this background, Amundi STAR 2 is keeping 
duration close to zero with positions on the steepening of the curve. Similarly, the short positions on US 
Treasuries represent -80bp of sensitivity .In Credit, spreads remained stable and ended the month at the same 
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level as at the start of the month, at 84bp for the IG segment. Moving within a very narrow range, they have 
proved very resilient with regard to the rise in interest rates and the exogenous fears linked to the collapse of 
the Chinese real-estate giant, Evergrande. Even the high beta sectors experienced only limited movements in 
spreads, with spreads on corporate hybrids widening by only 3bp, while spreads on AT1 CoCos widened by 
6bp. We have nonetheless chosen to secure the portfolio somewhat by reducing exposure to the AT1 financial 
segment and to HY.

For the period under review, the performance of each of the units of the portfolio AMUNDI STAR 2 and its 
benchmark stood at:
- Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - E (C) in EUR currency: 2.03%/ -0.48% with a Tracking Error of 0.74%
- Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I (C) in EUR currency: 2.20%/ -0.48% with a Tracking Error of 0.74%
- Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 (C) in EUR currency: 2.23%/ -0.48%
- Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 (C) in EUR currency: 2.31%/ -0.48% with a Tracking Error of 0.92%
- Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL (C) in EUR currency: 2.76%/ -0.48% with a Tracking Error of 0.92%
- Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I USD (C) in USD currency: 2.88%/ 0.08% with a Tracking Error of 0.73%
- Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - P (C) in EUR currency: 1.88%/ -0.48% with a Tracking Error of 0.73%

Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.
 

INFORMATION ON INCIDENTS RELATED TO THE COVID-19 CRISIS
The Covid-19 health crisis has had no material impact on the UCI over the financial year.
 

Principal movements in portfolio listing during the period

Movements (in amount)
Securities

Acquisitions Transfers

FRENCH REP ZCP 03-02-21 130,147,790.05 130,000,000.00

FRENCH REP ZCP 23-06-21 130,123,527.68 130,000,000.00

FRENCH REP ZCP 09-12-20 130,107,693.03 130,000,000.00

FRENCH REP ZCP 01-09-21 130,065,285.55 130,003,455.60

FRENCH REP ZCP 04-08-21 125,091,038.48 125,000,000.00

FRAN TREA BILL BTF ZCP 22-09-21 115,039,716.52 115,000,000.00

FRENCH REP ZCP 28-04-21 110,160,261.76 110,000,000.00

FRENCH REP ZCP 28-10-20  130,010,888.41

FREN REP PRES ZCP 10-11-21 115,091,715.31  
ITALY BUONI POLIENNALI DEL TESORO 1.45% 15-05-
25 31,941,600.00 32,039,360.00
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Efficient portfolio management (EPM) techniques and 
Financial derivative instruments in EUR
a) Exposure obtained through the EPM techniques and Financial derivative instruments

• Exposure obtained through the EPM techniques: 18,082,889.45
o Securities lending:  
o Securities loans:  
o Reverse repurchase agreement:  
o Repurchase: 18,082,889.45

• Underlying exposure reached through financial derivative instruments: 833,772,913.01
o Forward transaction: 23,841,407.69
o Future: 370,931,505.32
o Options:  
o Swap: 439,000,000.00

b) Identity of the counterparty(ies) to EPM techniques and financial derivative instruments

Identity of the counterparty(ies) to EPM 
techniques

Financial derivative instruments  (*)

BANCO BILBAO VIZCAYA ARGENTARIA SA 
(MADRID)
BNP PARIBAS FRANCE

BNP PARIBAS FRANCE
CACEIS BANK, LUXEMBOURG BRANCH
GOLDMAN SACHS BANK EUROPE SE
SOCIETE GENERALE SA

(*) Except the listed derivatives.
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c) Type and amount of collateral received by the UCITS to reduce counterparty risk

Types of financial instruments Amount portfolio currency

EPM

. Term deposit  

. Equities  

. Bonds  

. UCITS  

. Cash (*) 18,075,172.36

Total 18,075,172.36

Financial derivative instruments

. Term deposit  

. Equities  

. Bonds  

. UCITS  

. Cash -20,180,000.00

Total -20,180,000.00

(*) The Cash account also integrates the liquidities resulting from repurchase transactions.

d) Revenues and operational cost/fees from EPM

Revenues and operational cost/fees Amount portfolio currency

. Revenues (*) 101,335.15

. Other revenues  

Total revenues 101,335.15

. Direct operational fees 104,491.33

. Indirects operational fees  

. Other fees  

Total fees 104,491.33

(*) Income received on loans and reverse repurchase agreements.
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Transparency of securities financing transactions and 
of reuse (SFTR) - Regulation SFTR - in accounting currency 
of the portfolio (EUR)

Securities 
lending

Securities 
loan Repurchase

Reverse 
repurchase 
agreement

Total Return 
Swaps (TRS)

 
a) Securities and commodities on loan
Amount  

% of Net Assets*  

*% excluding cash and cash equivalent

b) Assets engaged in each type of SFTs and TRS expressed in absolute amount
Amount   18,058,349.24   

% of Net Assets   2.68%   
 
c) Top 10 largest collateral issuers received (excuding cash) across all SFTs and TRS

   
 
d) Top 10 counterparties expressed as an absolute amount of assets and liabilities without clearing
BANCO BILBAO VIZCAYA 
ARGENTARIA SA (MADRID)   11,305,033.73   
SPAIN

BNP PARIBAS FRANCE   6,753,315.51   
FRANCE

 
e) Type and quality (collateral)
Type

- Equities    

- Bonds    

- UCITS    

- Notes    

- Cash  18,075,172.36  

Rating      

Currency of the collateral

Euro  18,075,172.36   
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Securities 
lending

Securities 
loan Repurchase

Reverse 
repurchase 
agreement

Total Return 
Swaps (TRS)

 
f) Settlement and clearing

Tri-party X

Central Counterparty

Bilateral X X
 
g) Maturity tenor of the collateral broken down maturity buckets
< 1 day    

[1 day - 1 week]    

]1week- 1 month]    

]1month - 3 months]    

]3months- 1 year]    

> 1 year    

Open    
 
h) Maturity tenor of the SFTs and TRS broken down maturity buckets
< 1 day      

[1 day - 1 week]   4,175,368.19   

]1week- 1 month]   13,882,981.05   

]1month - 3 months]      

]3months- 1 year]      

> 1 year      

Open      
 
i) Data on reuse of collateral

Maximum amount (%)      

Amount reused (%)      

Cash collateral reinvestment returns 
to the collective investment 
undertaking in euro

     

 
j) Data on safekeeping of collateral received by the collective investment undertaking
CACEIS Bank

Securities    

Cash   
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Securities 
lending

Securities 
loan Repurchase

Reverse 
repurchase 
agreement

Total Return 
Swaps (TRS)

 
k) Data on safekeeping of collateral granted by the collective investment undertaking
Securities      

Cash      
 
l) Data on return and cost broken down
Incomes

- UCITS 13,775.85  -282.77 87,842.07

- Manager     

- Third parties     

Costs

- UCITS 104,491.33    

- Manager     

- Third parties     
 

e) Type and quality of collateral

Amundi Asset Management undertakes to accept only securities of a high credit quality and to increase the 
value of its collateral by applying valuation discounts to securities loaned to it. This process is regularly 
reviewed and updated.

i) Reuse of collateral

« The regulations governing UCIT forbid the reuse of collateral securities. Cash collateral received is: 
o reinvested in short-term money market funds (as defined by ESMA in its ‘Guidelines on ETFs and 
other UCITS issues’)
o placed on deposit;
o reinvested in high-quality long-term government bonds
o reinvested in high-quality short-term government bonds
o used for the purpose of reverse repurchase transactions.»
The maximum proportion of received collateral that may be reused is 0% in the case of securities and 100% 
in the case of cash.
The effective usage amounts to 0% for collateral securities and 100% for cash collateral.

k) Custody of collateral provided by the UCI

Amundi Asset Management undertakes to do business with a limited number of depositaries, selected to 
ensure the adequate custody of securities received and cash.

l) Breakdown of revenue and expenses

For securities lending transactions and repurchase agreements, BFT Investment Managers has entrusted 
Amundi Intermédiation, acting on behalf of the UCIs, with the following responsibilities: selecting 
counterparties, ordering the implementation of market agreements, monitoring counterparty risk, performing 
qualitative and quantitative monitoring of collateralisation (dispersion checks, ratings, liquid assets), 
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repurchase agreements and securities lending. Income generated from these transactions is paid into the 
UCIs. Costs generated by these transactions are incurred by the UCIs. Charges by Amundi Intermédiation 
must not exceed 50% of the income generated by these transactions.
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Significant events during the financial period 
Le 05 march 2021 Ajout To select the eligible values within the investment universe, the management team 
relies on financial analysis combined with non-financial analysis. The non-financial analysis, based on the ESG 
criteria, allows for assessment of companies based on their Environmental, Social and Governance-related 
conduct by assigning them an ESG rating from A (best rating) to G (lowest rating), so that a more global risk 
evaluation is possible and the most deserving companies are selected. the investment process thus covers: 
1st preliminary outline of the investment universe via the exclusion of ineligible issuers under the Amundi 
exclusion policy and integrations of a financial analysis 2nd the construction of a portfolio based on the 
selection of securities combining financial criteria and more favourable non-financial criteria with risk control 
inherent in these choices and monitoring of the average ESG rating in order to reach an ESG rating above the 
investment universe. Non-financial analysis 1) Types of ESG criteria This analysis includes a set of generic 
criteria applicable to all issuers as well as criteria specific to each sector. Among the generic criteria, we 
analyse in particular: - Energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, the protection of biodiversity and 
water, for the environmental aspect. - Human capital development, management of work and restructuring, 
health and safety, social dialogue, relations with clients and suppliers, local communities and respect for 
human rights, for the social aspect. - Independence of the Board, quality of audits and controls, remuneration 
policy, shareholders' rights, global ethics and ESG strategy, for the governance aspect. Depending on the 
sector, additional assessments of specific criteria may be carried out for the environmental and social aspects, 
such as (for example, production of renewable energy for energy suppliers, eco-friendly vehicles and 
passenger safety for the automotive industry, or green finance and efforts undertaken to promote access to 
financial services in the banking sector). 2) ESG approach The incorporation of sustainability factors into the 
investment process manifests itself in the following way: 1. The fund applies the Amundi exclusion policy, 
which includes the following rules: legal exclusions on controversial weapons (anti-personnel mines, cluster 
bombs, chemical weapons, biological weapons and depleted uranium weapons etc.); companies that seriously 
and repeatedly contravene one or more of the ten principles of the Global Compact*, without credible corrective 
action; sector-based exclusions on Coal and Tobacco (details of this policy are available in Amundi's 
Responsible Investment Policy available on www.amundi.fr). * United Nations Global Compact (UN Global 
Compact): “The Global Compact calls on businesses to adopt, support and implement within their sphere of 
influence a set of core values in the areas of human rights, labour and environmental standards, and anti-
corruption. 2. Application of the following ESG integration rules: the fund integrates ESG criteria into its 
investment process and furthermore aims to achieve an ESG score for the portfolio that is higher than the ESG 
score of its investment universe. The portfolio ESG rating is the average weighted by the assets of the ESG 
ratings of the issuers, based on the Amundi ESG rating model; coverage rate of portfolio securities (i.e. 
securities that are subject to an ESG rating) in accordance with AMF position-recommendation 2020–03, 
depending on the type of instrument concerned. 3. put in place an active engagement policy to promote 
dialogue with issuers and support them in the improvement of their socially responsible practices. 

Le 05 March 2021 Ajout The UCI promotes environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria as covered 
under Article 8 of “Sustainability Disclosures” Regulation The UCI carries a sustainability risk, as defined in 
the risk profile. 

Le 05 March 2021 Ajout 1. Strategies used: 

Le 05 March 2021 Ajout The benchmark index neither evaluates nor includes its components according to 
these environmental and/or social characteristics and is therefore not in like with the ESG characteristics 
promoted in the portfolio. 

Le 05 March 2021 Ajout As a central bank, the administrator of the Fed Funds index, the Federal Reserve 
Bank, benefits from the exemption under Article 2.2 of the benchmark regulation and, as such, does not need 
to be registered in the ESMA register. All information on the index is available on the website of the 
administrator: https: //www.federalreserve.gov. 

Le 05 March 2021 Modification Benchmark index applicable to the Fund’s investment objective: The 
administrator of the benchmark index, EMMI (European Money Markets Institute), is recorded on the register 
of administrators and benchmark indices held by the ESMA. Further information on the benchmark index is 
available on the website of the benchmark administrator: www.emmi-benchmarks.eu. 
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Le 05 March 2021 Ajout - Sustainability risk: the risk relating to an event or situation in the environmental, 
social or governance domain that, if it occurs, could cause an actual or a potential negative material impact on 
the value of the investment.

Le 05 March 2021 Ajout Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 on sustainability‐related disclosures in the financial 
services sector (the “Disclosures Regulation”) As a financial market participant, the management company of 
the UCI is governed by Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 of 27 November 2019 on sustainability‐related disclosures 
in the financial services sector (the “Disclosures Regulation”). This Regulation lays down harmonised rules for 
financial market participants on transparency with regard to the integration of sustainability risks (Article 6 of 
the Regulation), the consideration of negative sustainability impacts, the promotion of environmental or social 
characteristics in the investment process (Article 8 of the Regulation) and sustainable investment objectives 
(Article 9 of the Regulation). Sustainability risk is defined as an environmental, social or governance event or 
condition that, if it occurs, could cause an actual or a potential negative material impact on the value of the 
investment. Sustainable investment means an investment in an economic activity that contributes to an 
environmental objective, as measured, for example, by key resource efficiency indicators on the use of energy, 
renewable energy, raw materials, water and land, on the production of waste, and greenhouse gas emissions, 
or on its impact on biodiversity and the circular economy; or an investment in an economic activity that 
contributes to a social objective, in particular an investment that contributes to tackling inequality or that fosters 
social cohesion, social integration and labour relations; or an investment in human capital or economically or 
socially disadvantaged communities, provided that such investments do not significantly harm any of those 
objectives and that the investee companies follow good governance practices, in particular with respect to 
sound management structures, employee relations, staff remuneration and tax compliance. 

Le 05 March 2021 Modification Prospectus updated on: 05 March 2021.
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Specific details 
Voting rights

The exercise of voting rights attached to the securities included in the fund's assets and the decision on the 
contribution in securities are defined in the fund regulations.

Group funds and instruments

In order to obtain information on the financial instruments held in the portfolio that are issued by the 
Management Company or by its affiliates, please refer to the sections:
• Additional information,
• Group financial instruments held in the portfolio in the annual financial statements for the year ended, 
attached hereto.

Calculating overall risk

• Specify the method used to measure the overall risk:

- Méthode VaR absolue

- Calculation takes place daily, and results are presented in annualised form (root of time).
- The proposed calculation interval is 95% and 99%.
- The historical depth is 1 year, scénarios from 259 to du 30/09/2020 au 30/09/2021.

• VAR 95 :

- Maximum : 3.39%
- Minimum : 1.23%
- Average: 2.02%

• VAR 99 :

- Maximum : 19.37%
- Minimum : 1.94%
- Average: 8.73%

• Leverage - Funds to which the risk calculation method is applied 
Indicative leverage level: 112.37%.
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Regulatory informations 
Selection procedure for brokers and counterparties

Our Management Company and its "Trading" subsidiary attaches great importance to the selection of 
transactional service providers that are brokers or counterparties.

Its selection methods are as follows:

- Brokers are selected by geographical area and then by business. Counterparties are selected by business.
- Brokers and counterparties are provided with a quarterly internal memorandum. The company departments 
involved in the rating process are directly concerned by the services rendered by these service providers.
The "Trading" subsidiary organises and determines this rating based on the scores provided by each team 
leader concerned, using the following criteria:

For teams of managers, financial analysts and strategists:
- general commercial relations, understanding of needs, relevance of contracts,
- quality of market and opportunities advice, consultancy monitoring,
- quality of research and publications,
- universe of securities covered, company and management visits.

For teams of traders:
- quality of personnel, market knowledge and information on companies, confidentiality,
- price proposals,
- quality of execution,
- quality of transactions processing, connectivity, technical standards and responsiveness.

Our Company's Compliance and Middle Office departments have a right of veto.

Accreditation of a new transactional service provider (broker or counterparty)

The Trading subsidiary is in charge of processing authorisation dossiers and obtain approval from the Risk 
and Compliance departments. When the transactional service provider (broker or counterparty) is authorised, 
it is rated in the following quarter.

Monitoring committees for transactional service providers (brokers and counterparties)

These monitoring committees meet every quarter under the chairmanship of the Trading subsidiary manager.
The purpose of the meetings is to:
- validate past activity and the new selection to be implemented in the following quarter,
- decide on whether service providers will form part of a group that will be assigned a certain number of 
transactions,
- define the business outlook.
In this perspective, the monitoring committees review the statistics and ratings assigned to each service 
provider and take decisions accordingly.

Report on broking fees

A report on broking fees is available for bearers. It can be viewed at the following web address: 
www.amundi.com.

http://www.amundi.com
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Remuneration Policy

1. Remuneration policy and practices of the AIFM/Management company

The remuneration policy implemented by Amundi Asset Management is compliant with the rules in terms 
of remuneration specified in the Directive 2011/61/UE of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
June 8th 2011 on Alternative Investment Fund Managers (the “AIFM Directive”), and in the Directive 
2014/91/UE of July 23rd 2014 on undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities (the “UCITS 
V Directive”). These rules, about remuneration policies and practices, have for objective to promote sound and 
effective risk management of fund managers and the funds they manage.

This policy is incorporated within the framework of the remuneration policy of Amundi reviewed each year by 
its Remuneration Committee. The latter checked the application of the remuneration policy in relation to the 
2019 fiscal year, its compliance with the AIFM/UCITS Directives’ principles and approved the policy applicable 
for the 2020 exercise at its meeting held on February 4th 2020.

In 2020, the implementation of the Amundi remuneration policy was subject to an internal, central and 
independent audit, driven by the Amundi Internal Audit. 

1.1 Amounts of remuneration paid by the Management companies to its employees

During fiscal year 2020, the total amount of compensation (including fixed, deferred and non-deferred 
bonus) paid by Amundi Asset Management to its employees (1 414 employees at December 31st 2020) is 
EUR 173 960 362. This amount is split as follows:

 The total amount of fixed remuneration paid by Amundi Asset Management in 2020: 
EUR 110 450 102, which represents 63% of the total amount of compensation paid by Amundi AM to its staff, 
were in the form of fixed remuneration.
 The total amount of bonus deferred and non-deferred paid by Amundi Asset Management in 2020: 
EUR 63 510 260, which represents 37% of the total amount of compensation paid by Amundi AM to its staff, 
were in this form. The entire staff is eligible for variable compensation.

Additionally, some ‘carried interest’ was paid by Amundi AM with respect to fiscal year 2020, and is taken into 
account in the total amount of bonus referred to here above.

Of the total amount of remuneration (fixed and bonus deferred and non-deferred) paid during the fiscal 
year, EUR 26 966 833 were paid to the ‘executives and senior managers’ of Amundi AM (27 employees at 
December 31st 2020), and EUR 16 356 798 were paid to the ‘senior investment managers’ whose professional 
activities have a material impact on Amundi AM’s risk profile (39 employees at December 31st 2020).

1.2Alignment of remuneration policy and practices with risk profile of the AIFs/UCITS

The Amundi Group has adopted and implemented remuneration policy and practices compliant with the latest 
norms, rules, and guidelines issued from the regulatory authorities for its management companies 
(AIFM/UCITS).

The Amundi Group has also identified all of its ‘Identified Staff’, which includes all the employees of  the Amundi 
Group  having a decision authority on the UCITS/AIFM management companies or the UCITS/AIFs managed 
and consequently likely to have a significant impact on the performance or the risk profile.

The variable remuneration awarded to the Amundi Group staff takes into account the performance of the 
employee, its business unit and the Amundi Group as a whole, and is based on financial and 
non-financial criteria as well as the respect of sound risk management rules.

The criteria taken into account for performance assessment and remuneration award depends on the nature 
of the employee’s functions :
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1. Management and selection of AIFs/UCITS functions 
Common financial criteria:
- Gross and net performance over 1, 3 years ;
- Information ratio and Sharpe ratio over 1, 3 and 5 years ;
- Performance fees collected during fiscal year when relevant ;
- Competitive ranking ;
- Contribution to net inflows/Successful requests for proposals, mandates during fiscal year. 
Common non-financial criteria:
- Respect of internal rules in terms of risk management and prevention (Risk/Compliance) ;
- Innovation / Product development;
- Sharing of best practices and collaboration between employees ;
- Commercial engagement ;
- Quality of management.

2. Sales and marketing functions 
Common financial criteria:
- Net inflows ;
- Revenues ;
- Gross inflows; client base development and retention; product mix;
Common non-financial criteria:
- Joint consideration of Amundi’s and clients’ interests ;
- Clients satisfaction and quality of relationship ;
- Quality of management ;
- Securing/developing the business ;
- Cross-functional approach and sharing of best practices ;
- Entrepreneurial spirit.

3. Control and support functions
For control and support functions, performance assessment and remuneration award are independent from 
the performance of the business they oversee.
Common criteria taken into account are:
- Mainly criteria related to the meeting of objectives linked to their functions (risk management, quality of 
controls, completion of projects, tools and systems improvement etc.)
- When financial criteria are used, these are mainly related to management/ optimization of expenses.

The above-mentioned performance criteria, and specifically those applicable to Identified staff in charge of the 
management of AIFs/UCITS, comply with the applicable regulation as well as to the AIF’s/UCITS investment 
policy. These internal rules of Amundi Group contribute to a sound and effective risk management.

Furthermore, Amundi Group has adopted and implemented, for its entire staff, measures aiming to align 
remuneration with long-term performance and risks in order to avoid conflicts of interest.

In this respect, notably:
- The deferral policy has been adapted to comply with the AIFM and UCITS V Directives’ requirements. 
- The deferred portion of bonus for identified staff members is awarded in financial instruments indexed at 
100% on the performance of a basket of AIFs and/or UCITS funds managed.
- The actual payment of the deferred portion is linked to the financial situation of Amundi Group, with the 
continued employment within the group and to a sound and effective risk management over the vesting period

French Energy Transition for Green Growth Act (Article 173 of Act No. 2015-992) and Fund 
Compliance with criteria relating to environmental, social, and governance quality (ESG) objectives

 Amundi produces an ESG analysis that generates an ESG rating for over 11,000 companies worldwide on 
a scale ranging from A (for issuers with the best ESG practices) to G (for the worst practices). This analysis is 
complemented by a policy of active commitment among issuers, in particular on major challenges regarding 
sustainable development within their sectors.
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 Amundi applies a targeted exclusion policy based on global agreements like the United Nations Global 
Compact and other agreements regarding human rights, the ILO and the environment. In all of its active 
management1 strategies, Amundi therefore excludes companies that do not comply with its ESG principles or 
international agreements and their transposition into national law: 

- anti-personnel mines,
- cluster bombs,
- chemical weapons,
- biological weapons, 
- depleted uranium weapons.

These issuers receive a “G” rating on the Amundi scale.

In addition, Amundi implements specific sectoral exclusions targeting the coal and tobacco industries. These 
sectoral exclusions apply to all active management strategies under which Amundi has full discretion over its 
portfolio management. 

Coal 
Since coal is the largest single contributor to climate change caused by human activity, Amundi has 
implemented a sectoral policy specific to thermal coal since 2016, resulting in the exclusion of certain 
companies and issuers. Amundi has progressively strengthened its coal exclusion policy every year since 
2016. These commitments stem from the Crédit Agricole Group's climate strategy. In line with the UN’s 
Sustainable Development Goals and the 2015 Paris Agreement, this strategy is based on the research and 
recommendations of a Scientific Committee, which takes into account the IEA’s (International Energy Agency) 
energy scenarios, Climate Analytics, and Science-Based Targets. In 2020, as part of the update of its policy 
on the thermal coal sector, Amundi further extended its coal mining exclusion policy, which now includes all 
companies developing or planning to develop new thermal coal mining capacity.

Amundi excludes: 
- Companies developing or planning to develop new thermal coal capacity along the entire value chain 
(producers, extractors, power plants, transport infrastructure), 
- Companies generating more than 25% of their income from thermal coal mining, 
- Companies extracting 100 MT or more of thermal coal with no intention of reducing these quantities,
- All companies whose income from thermal coal mining and coal-fired power generation is over 50% of their 
total income before analysis, all coal-fired power generation and coal mining companies with a threshold 
between 25% and 50% and a deteriorated energy transition score. 

Tobacco 
Since 2018 Amundi has limited ESG ratings for tobacco companies to E, on a scale of A to G (with G-rated 
companies excluded), taking account of concerns, not just around public health, but also the human rights 
violations, poverty, environmental consequences, and considerable economic cost associated with tobacco, 
and applies the following rules:
- Exclusion rules: companies manufacturing finished tobacco products are excluded (application thresholds: 
income of over 5%).
- Limitation rules: Companies involved in the manufacture, supply, and distribution of tobacco are limited to an 
ESG rating of E (on a scale of A to G) (thresholds: income of over 10%).
In May 2020, Amundi became a signatory to the Tobacco-Free Finance Pledge, thereby reinforcing its tobacco 
exclusion policy.

 For more information on how environmental issues (in particular those related to climate change) and 
corporate and governance (ESG) issues are taken into account in its investment policy, Amundi provides 
investors with the “Application of Article 173” report available on https://legroupe.amundi.com (Legal 
Documentation section).

https://legroupe.amundi.com
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STATUTORY AUDITOR'S REPORT 
ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
For the year ended 30 September 2021 
 
AMUNDI STAR 2 
OPCVM CONSTITUE SOUS FORME DE FONDS COMMUN DE PLACEMENT  
Governed by the French Monetary and Financial Code (Code monétaire et financier) 
 
 
Management company  
AMUNDI ASSET MANAGEMENT 
90, boulevard Pasteur 
75015 PARIS 
 
 
Opinion  
 
In compliance with the assignment entrusted to us by the management company, we conducted an 
audit of the accompanying financial statements of AMUNDI STAR 2 for the year ended 30 September 
2021.  
 
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets and liabilities and of the 
financial position of the fund at 30 September 2021 and of the results of its operations for the year 
then ended, in accordance with French accounting principles. 
 
 
 
Basis of our opinion  
 
Audit standards 
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with professional standards applicable in France. We believe that 
the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion. 
Our responsibilities under these standards are described in the section "Statutory Auditor's responsibilities 
for the audit of the financial statements" in this report.  
 
Independence 
 
We conducted our audit engagement in accordance with the applicable rules on independence, from 
01/10/2020 and up to the date of this report, and in particular we did not provide any non-audit 
services prohibited by the auditors' professional code of ethics. 
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Justification of our assessments  
 
Due to the global crisis related to the Covid-19 pandemic, the financial statements of this period have 
been prepared and audited under specific conditions. Indeed, this crisis and the exceptional measures 
taken in the context of the state of sanitary emergency have had numerous consequences for Collective 
Invesment Funds (Organismes de Placements Collectifs), their investments and the assessment of the 
corresponding assets and liabilities. Those measures, such as travel restrictions and remote working, 
have also had an impact on the Collective Invesment Funds' operational monitoring and the 
performance of the audits. 
 
It is in this complex and evolving context that, in accordance with the requirements of articles L.823-9 
and R.823-7 of the French Commercial Code relating to the justification of our assessments, we bring 
to your attention the following assessments that, in our professional judgement, were the most 
significant for the audit of the financial statements. 
 
These assessments were made in the context of our audit of the financial statements, taken as a whole, 
and of the opinion we formed which is expressed above. We do not provide an opinion on individual 
items in the financial statements.  
 
1. Financial contracts with the characteristics of credit derivatives : 

 
Financial contracts with the characteristics of credit derivatives are valued by the management company 
from financial models. The mathematical models applied are based on external data and on market 
assumptions used by the management company. Based on the elements leading to the determination of the 
valuations used, we assessed the approach implemented by the management company. 
 
2. Other financial instruments in the portfolio : 
 
The assessments we made related in particular to the accounting principles followed and to the 
reasonableness of significant estimates adopted. 
 
 
 
Specific verifications  
 
We have also performed, in accordance with professional standards applicable in France, the specific 
verifications required by laws and regulations. 
 
We have no matters to report as to the fair presentation and the consistency with the financial 
statements of the information given in the management report prepared by the management company. 

http://www.pwc.fr/
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Responsibilities of the management company for the financial statements 
 
It is the management company's responsibility to prepare the fund's financial statements presenting a 
true and fair view in accordance with French accounting principles and to implement the internal 
control that it deems appropriate for the preparation of financial statements that do not contain 
material misstatements, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the fund's ability to 
continue as a going concern, disclosing in the financial statements, as applicable, matters related to 
going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to 
liquidate the fund or to cease operations. 
 
These financial statements have been prepared by the management company. 
 
 
 
Statutory auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements 
 
Audit purpose and approach 
 
It is our responsibility to prepare a report on the financial statements. Our objective is to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements, taken as a whole, are free of material 
misstatement. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit 
conducted in accordance with professional standards will always detect a material misstatement when 
it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in 
the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on 
the basis of these financial statements.  
 
As indicated in article L.823-10-1 of the French Commercial Code, our statutory audit of the financial 
statements is not to guarantee the viability or the quality of your management. 
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As part of an audit conducted in accordance with professional standards applicable in France, the 
statutory auditor uses professional judgement throughout the entire audit. 
He also: 
 

 identifies and assesses the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 
due to fraud or error, designs and performs audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtains 
audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for his opinion. The risk of not 
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as 
fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of 
internal control; 
 

 obtains an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion 
on the effectiveness of the company's internal control; 
 

 evaluates the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management in the financial statements; 
 

 concludes on the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern basis of 
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to 
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the fund's ability to continue as a going 
concern. Such conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor's 
report. However, future events or conditions may cause the company to cease to continue as a going 
concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our 
auditor's report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are not 
provided or inadequate, to issue a qualified opinion or a disclaimer of opinion; 
 

 evaluates the overall presentation of the financial statements and whether the financial 
statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair 
presentation. 
 
 
 
Neuilly sur Seine, date of e-signature  
 
 

Document authenticated by e-signature 
The Statutory Auditor 

PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit 
Philippe Chevalier 
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Annual accounts 
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Balance sheet - asset on 09/30/2021 in EUR 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

FIXED ASSETS, NET   
DEPOSITS   
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 674,358,898.65 581,608,415.33
Equities and similar securities   

Traded in a regulated market or equivalent   
Not traded in a regulated market or equivalent   

Bonds and similar securities 474,857,533.17 389,362,239.06
Traded in a regulated market or equivalent 474,857,533.17 389,362,239.06
Not traded in a regulated market or equivalent   

Credit instruments 115,084,801.51 130,058,941.71
Traded in a regulated market or equivalent 115,084,801.51 130,058,941.71

Negotiable credit instruments (Notes) 115,084,801.51 130,058,941.71
Other credit instruments   

Not traded in a regulated market or equivalent   
Collective investment undertakings 58,276,702.46 57,240,832.82

General-purpose UCITS and alternative investment funds intended for non-
professionals and equivalents in other countries 58,276,702.46 57,240,832.82

Other Funds intended for non-professionals and equivalents in other EU 
Member States   

General-purpose professional funds and equivalents in other EU Member 
States and listed securitisation entities   

Other professional investment funds and equivalents in other EU Member 
States and listed securitisation agencies   

Other non-European entities   
Temporary transactions in securities 18,058,349.24 604,321.08

Credits for securities held under sell-back deals   
Credits for loaned securities   
Borrowed securities   
Securities sold under buy-back deals 18,058,349.24 604,321.08
Other temporary transactions   

Hedges 8,081,512.27 4,342,080.66
Hedges in a regulated market or equivalent 3,723,342.58 886,300.00
Other operations 4,358,169.69 3,455,780.66

Other financial instruments   
RECEIVABLES 63,880,816.49 104,920,738.22
Forward currency transactions 23,841,407.69 53,961,142.30
Other 40,039,408.80 50,959,595.92

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS 46,832,251.54 68,018,761.42
Cash and cash equivalents 46,832,251.54 68,018,761.42

TOTAL ASSETS 785,071,966.68 754,547,914.97
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Balance sheet - liabilities on 09/30/2021 in EUR 
09/30/2021 09/30/2020

SHAREHOLDERS' FUNDS

Capital 674,001,266.82 658,386,750.66

Allocation Report of distributed items (a)   

Brought forward (a)   

Allocation Report of distributed items on Net Income (a, b) -2,434,336.23 -8,961,937.81

Result (a, b) 2,297,331.86 7,251,690.54

TOTAL NET SHAREHOLDERS' FUNDS * 673,864,262.45 656,676,503.39
* Net Assets

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 35,453,554.88 30,577,703.70
Transactions involving transfer of financial instruments  323.36

Temporary transactions in securities 18,075,172.36 605,657.23

Sums owed for securities sold under buy-back deals 18,075,172.36 605,657.23

Sums owed for borrowed securities   

Other temporary transactions   

Hedges 17,378,382.52 29,971,723.11

Hedges in a regulated market or equivalent 3,723,342.59 886,300.00

Other hedges 13,655,039.93 29,085,423.11

PAYABLES 75,753,918.25 67,293,706.80
Forward currency transactions 23,959,238.18 53,768,426.62

Others 51,794,680.07 13,525,280.18

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS 231.10 1.08
Short-term credit 231.10 1.08

Loans received   

TOTAL LIABILITIES 785,071,966.68 754,547,914.97

(a) Including adjusment
(b) Decreased interim distribution paid during the business year
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Off-balance sheet on 09/30/2021 in EUR 
09/30/2021 09/30/2020

HEDGES

Contracts in regulated markets or similar

Contracts intendeds

XEUR FOAT EUR 1220  33,710,000.00

XEUR FOAT EUR 1221 33,190,000.00  

FGBL BUND 10A 1221 110,383,000.00  

US 10YR NOTE 1221 85,964,275.32  

XEUR FGBX BUX 1220  30,061,800.00

XEUR FGBX BUX 1221 25,417,500.00  

OTC contracts

Interest rate swaps

E3M/0.0/FIX/0.335  35,000,000.00

E3R/0.0/FIX/0.872 50,000,000.00 60,000,000.00

E3R/0.0/FIX/0.531  70,000,000.00

E3R/0.0/FIX/0.9267  60,000,000.00

E3R/0.0/FIX/-0.25  80,000,000.00

E3R/0.0/FIX/-0.050 40,000,000.00  

Credit Default Swap

ITRAXX EUROPE S33 V1  62,500,000.00

ITRAXX EUR XOVER S43  14,000,000.00

ITRAXX EUROPE S34 V1  172,000,000.00

ITRAXX EUROPE S36 V1 130,000,000.00  

ITRAXX EUROPE S36 V1 45,000,000.00  

ITRAXX EUROPE S36 V1 25,000,000.00  

ITRAXX EUR XOVER S36 20,000,000.00  

Other commitments

OTHER OPERATIONS

Contracts in regulated markets or similar

Contracts intendeds

EURO SCHATZ 1221 84,826,980.00  

XEUR FBTP BTP 1220  41,322,400.00

XEUR FBTP BTP 1221 31,149,750.00  

XEUR FGBM BOB 1220  67,585,000.00

XEUR FGBL BUN 1220  8,726,000.00

OTC contracts

Credit Default Swap

CDS BNP. S11_201224  10,000,000.00

COMMERZBANK 4% 9/20_  8,000,000.00

TELE EM 1.528 01-25_  12,000,000.00

SCHA AG 1.875 03-24_  5,000,000.00
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Off-balance sheet on 09/30/2021 in EUR 
09/30/2021 09/30/2020

ACCOR 2.375 09-23_20  4,000,000.00

BARCLAYS FIX 110924_  11,000,000.00

NOKI OY 2.0 03-24_20  8,000,000.00

PEUGEOT 2.38 04-23_2  3,000,000.00

PEUGEOT 2.38 04-23_2  3,000,000.00

SUED IN 1.25 11-23_2  10,000,000.00

GROU AUC 1.75 04-21_  6,000,000.00

MARK AN 3.0 12-23_20  4,000,000.00

DAIMLER 1.4 01-24_20  10,000,000.00

CNH INDU 2.88 05-23_  8,000,000.00

VOLK INT 0.88 01-23_  3,000,000.00

VALEO 3.25% 01/24_20  10,000,000.00

VIVENDI 1.88 05-26_2 7,000,000.00  

BARIT.TELEC.5.75%28_ 10,000,000.00  

VOLK INT 0.88 01-23_ 7,000,000.00  

KPN NV 5.625% 09-24_ 12,000,000.00  

BARCLAYS FIX 110924_ 11,000,000.00  

ARCE MI 1.0 05-23_20 6,000,000.00  

ACCOR 3.625 09-23_20 4,000,000.00  

DAIMLER 1.4 01-24_20 8,000,000.00  

STEL NV 5.25 04-23_2 3,000,000.00  

CELL TEL 3.13 07-22_ 5,000,000.00  

BP CAP 1.876 04-24_2 9,000,000.00  

IBER INT 1.13 01-23_ 7,000,000.00  

SUED IN 1.25 11-23_2 8,000,000.00  

CNH INDU 2.88 05-23_ 5,000,000.00  

NEXT 3.625 05-28_201 5,000,000.00  

STEL NV 5.25 04-23_2 7,000,000.00  

VIVENDI 1.88 05-26_2 15,000,000.00  

Other commitments
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Income statement on 09/30/2021 in EUR 
09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Revenues from financial operations

Revenues from deposits and financial accounts  17,681.80

Revenues from equities and similar securities   

Revenues from bonds and similar securities 9,481,315.49 13,451,819.20

Revenues from credit instruments  2,717.66

Revenues from temporary acquisition and disposal of securities 101,335.15 282,674.26

Revenues from hedges 76,706.67 1,160,617.78

Other financial revenues   

TOTAL (1) 9,659,357.31 14,915,510.70

Charges on financial operations
Charges on temporary acquisition and disposal of securities 104,491.33 170,946.92

Charges on hedges 3,052,241.53 3,442,240.46

Charges on financial debts 292,681.59 256,210.40

Other financial charges   

TOTAL (2) 3,449,414.45 3,869,397.78

NET INCOME FROM FINANCIAL OPERATIONS (1 - 2) 6,209,942.86 11,046,112.92
Other income (3)   

Management fees and depreciation provisions (4) 3,858,171.42 2,240,960.44

NET INCOME OF THE BUSINESS YEAR (L.214-17-1) (1 - 2 + 3 - 4) 2,351,771.44 8,805,152.48
Revenue adjustment (5) -54,439.58 -1,553,461.94

Interim Distribution on Net Income paid during the business year (6)   

NET PROFIT (1 - 2 + 3 - 4 + 5 - 6) 2,297,331.86 7,251,690.54
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Notes to the annual accounts 
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1. Accounting rules and methods 

The annual financial statements are presented in the format laid down by ANC (French accounting standards 
authority) Regulation 2014-01, as amended.

The following general accounting principles apply:
- the financial statements shall provide a true and fair view of the current financial position, they shall allow 
comparability, and observe the going concern principle,
- they shall reflect consistency and honesty,
- they shall observe the principle of prudence, and
- there shall be consistency in accounting methods from one year to the next.

The accounting method used to record income from fixed-income securities is the accrued interest method.

Purchases and sales of securities are recognised excluding fees.
The portfolio’s accounting currency is the euro. 
The length of the financial year is 12 months.

Information on the impact of the COVID-19 crisis

The asset manager has prepared the financial statements on the basis of the information available during the 
continuously changing circumstances presented by the COVID-19 crisis.

Asset valuation rules

Financial instruments are posted to the ledger using the historical cost method and entered on the balance 
sheet at their present value, determined by taking the last known market value or, where there is no market 
for the instruments in question, by the use of any external methods or financial models.
Differences between the current values used to calculate net asset value and the historical costs of transferable 
securities at the time they are added to the portfolio are recorded under “valuation differentials”.
Any securities not denominated in the portfolio’s reference currency are valued in accordance with the principle 
described below, then translated into the portfolio’s currency at the prevailing exchange rate at the valuation 
date.

Deposits:

Deposits with a remaining life of less than or equal to 3 months are valued using the straight-line method.

Equities, bonds, and other securities traded on a regulated or similar market:

To determine net asset value, equities and other securities traded on a regulated or similar market are 
measured at their last market price of the day.
Bonds and similar securities are measured at the closing price reported by various financial service providers. 
Accrued interest on bonds and related securities is calculated up to and including the day’s market NAV.

Equities, bonds and other securities not traded on a regulated or similar market:

Securities not traded on a regulated market are measured under the responsibility of the asset manager using 
methods based on net asset value and yield, taking into consideration the prices used during major recent 
transactions.
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Negotiable debt securities:

Negotiable debt securities and similar securities not subject to material transactions are assessed using an 
actuarial method, based on a benchmark interest rate as defined below, and adjusted upward when necessary 
to take account of the intrinsic features of the issuer:

- Negotiable Debt Securities with a maturity of up to 1 year: Interbank rate in euros (Euribor);
- Negotiable Debt Securities with a maturity of more than 1 year: The rate on coupon-bearing French 
government bonds (BTAN) and French OAT bonds with a similar maturity for longer periods.

Negotiable Debt Securities with a residual maturity of up to three months may be assessed using the straight-
line method.

Treasury bills are valued at the market rate communicated daily by Banque de France or Treasury bond 
specialists.

Mutual funds:

Fund units or shares are valued at their last known net asset value.

Temporary securities transactions:

Securities received under a repurchase agreement are booked to assets under “Receivables representing 
securities received under repurchase agreements” at the amount specified in the contract, plus accrued 
interest receivable.

Securities sold under repurchase agreements are booked to the buyer’s portfolio at their current value. 
Liabilities on securities sold under repurchase agreements are booked to the seller's portfolio at the value 
specified in the contract, plus accrued interest payable.

Loaned securities are valued at their current value and recorded on the asset side of the balance sheet under 
the heading “Receivables representing loaned securities” at current value plus accrued interest receivable.

Borrowed securities are booked to assets under “Borrowed securities” at the amount provided for in the 
agreement, and to liabilities under “Payables representing borrowed securities” at the amount provided for in 
the agreement, plus accrued interest payable.

Forward financial instruments:

Forward financial instruments traded on a regulated or similar market:

Financial futures traded on regulated markets are valued at the daily clearing price.

Forward financial instruments not traded on a regulated or similar market:

Swaps:

Interest rate and/or currency swaps are marked to market based on the price determined by discounting future 
cash flows at market interest and/or exchange rates. This price is corrected for the risk of signing.

Index swaps are assessed using an actuarial method based on a benchmark rate provided by the counterparty.

Other swaps are either marked to market or assessed at an estimated value based on the conditions defined 
by the Asset Manager.

CDS: 

CDS are valued using mathematical models based on credit spread curves supplied by KONDOR.
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Off-balance sheet commitments:

Forward contracts are marked to market as off-balance sheet liabilities at the price used in the portfolio.
Options are converted into their underlying equivalent.
Swap commitments are reported at their par value or, where no par value is available, at an equivalent amount.

Management fees
Management and operating fees cover all of the fees relating to the Fund: financial management, 
administrative, accounting, custody, distribution, and auditing fees.
These fees are charged to the Fund’s income statement.
Management fees do not include transaction fees. For more details about the fees charged to the Fund, please 
refer to the prospectus.

They are recorded on a pro rata basis each time the NAV is calculated.

The total amount of these fees complies with the maximum fee rate based on net assets, indicated in the 
prospectus or the fund rules:

FR0013357829 - AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 C: Maximum fee rate 0.55%
FR0013365822 - AMUNDI STAR 2 - P C: Maximum fee rate 1.00%
FR0013186103 - AMUNDI STAR 2 - USD C: Maximum fee rate 0.30%
FR0013085024 - AMUNDI STAR 2 - E C: Maximum fee rate 0.40%
FR0013072055 - AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL C: Maximum fee rate 0.12%
FR0010157511 - AMUNDI STAR 2 - I C: Maximum fee rate 0.30%
FR0007061379 - AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 C: Maximum fee rate 0.20%

Performance fee:

For the IRL-C unit and the I3-C unit: None.
For the E-C unit, the I-C unit, the I2-C unit, the I-USD unit and the P-C unit:
The mutual fund’s performance is calculated according to the change in the net asset value.
The performance fee is based on a comparison between the portfolio’s net asset value (net of fixed 
management fees) and the “reference net asset value”.

The reference NAV corresponds to the portfolio of assets, as adjusted for subscriptions/redemptions at each 
valuation date, and measured according to the performance of the portfolio's benchmark rate. The benchmark 
rate is equal to:
- for the I (C) unit: the capitalised EONIA plus 0.90% per year;
- for the E (C) unit: the capitalised EONIA plus 0.80% per year;
- for the I2 (C) unit: the capitalised EONIA plus 1% per year;
- for the I-USD (C) unit: the capitalised Fed Funds plus 0.90% per year;
- for the P (C) unit: the capitalised EONIA plus 0.65% per year.

The observation period is an annual period that begins when the first net asset value is calculated and ends 
on the last NAV of September of each year.

First observation period exceptionally began:
- For I USD (C) units, the performance calculation for the observation period shall be made as from 
December 14, 2016 and the variable share shall not be received until the end of the accounting period in 
30 September 2018.

- For P-(C) units, the performance calculation for the observation period shall be made as from creation date 
and the variable share shall not be received until the end of the accounting period in 30 September 2019.

If, over the observation period, the net asset value of the mutual fund is higher than the reference net asset 
value defined above, the variable share of the management fees will be 30% at most of the difference between 
these two net asset values.
In the event of a redemption, the share of the provision recorded, which corresponds to the number of units 
redeemed, is immediately debited by the management company.
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If the fund's NAV is lower than the reference NAV, no provision is booked and any provision booked previously 
shall be reduced in proportion. Reversals of provisions may not exceed the sum of the prior allocations.

The variable share shall only be received at the end of each observation period if, and only if, over the 
observation period, the Fund's NAV is higher than the reference NAV at the last NAV date.

Therefore, the variable management fee received by the fund manager corresponds to the provision recorded 
at the last NAV date.

Allocation of distributable amounts

Definition of distributable amounts

Distributable amounts consist of:

Income:

Net income is equal to the amount of interest, arrears, premiums and bonuses, dividends, directors’ attendance 
fees and all other income from the securities comprising the portfolio, plus income from temporary cash 
holdings, minus management fees and borrowing costs.
To it is added retained earnings, plus or minus the balance of the income adjustment account.

Capital gains and losses:

Realised capital gains, net of costs, less realised capital losses, net of costs, recorded during the financial 
year, plus net capital gains of the same nature recorded in previous financial years that were not distributed 
or capitalised, plus or minus the balance of the capital gains adjustment account.

Methods for allocating distributable amounts:

Unit(s) Allocation of net income Allocation of net capital gains 
or losses realized

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - E C Capitalisation Capitalisation

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 C Capitalisation Capitalisation

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 C Capitalisation Capitalisation

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I C Capitalisation Capitalisation

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL C Capitalisation Capitalisation

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - P C Capitalisation Capitalisation

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - USD C Capitalisation Capitalisation
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2. Changes in net asset on 09/30/2021 in EUR 
09/30/2021 09/30/2020

NET ASSETS IN START OF PERIOD 656,676,503.39 1,063,283,031.67

Subscriptions (including subscription fees received by the fund) 198,345,705.29 154,980,624.27

Redemptions (net of redemption fees received by the fund) -196,123,683.11 -554,138,026.14

Capital gains realised on deposits and financial instruments 24,371,999.33 33,574,579.74

Capital losses realised on deposits and financial instruments -5,598,859.42 -20,080,314.53

Capital gains realised on hedges 49,762,052.71 64,616,650.66

Capital losses realised on hedges -70,048,642.31 -84,275,660.11

Dealing costs -296,497.75 -314,611.04

Exchange gains/losses -340,835.99 -6,000,080.71

Changes in difference on estimation (deposits and financial instruments) -4,695,062.34 -22,366,201.21

Difference on estimation, period N 3,513,629.27 8,208,691.61

Difference on estimation, period N-1 -8,208,691.61 -30,574,892.82

Changes in difference on estimation (hedges) 19,459,811.21 18,591,358.31

Difference on estimation, period N -5,615,427.21 -25,075,238.42

Difference on estimation, period N-1 25,075,238.42 43,666,596.73

Net Capital gains and losses Accumulated from Previous business year   

Distribution on Net Capital Gains and Losses from previous business year   

Net profit for the period, before adjustment prepayments 2,351,771.44 8,805,152.48

Allocation Report of distributed items on Net Income   

Interim Distribution on Net Income paid during the business year   

Other items   

NET ASSETS IN END OF PERIOD 673,864,262.45 656,676,503.39
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3. Additional information 
3.1. BREAKDOWN OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BY LEGAL OR COMMERCIAL TYPE

Amount %

ASSETS

BONDS AND SIMILAR SECURITIES
Floating-rate bonds traded on regulated markets 10,580,675.23 1.57
Fixed-rate bonds traded on a regulated or similar market 464,276,857.94 68.90

TOTAL BONDS AND SIMILAR SECURITIES 474,857,533.17 70.47

CREDIT INSTRUMENTS
Treasury bills 115,084,801.51 17.08

TOTAL CREDIT INSTRUMENTS 115,084,801.51 17.08

LIABILITIES

TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING TRANSFER OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
TOTAL TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING TRANSFER OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS   

OFF-BALANCE SHEET

HEDGES
Credit 220,000,000.00 32.65
Rate 344,954,775.32 51.19

TOTAL HEDGES 564,954,775.32 83.84

OTHER OPERATIONS
Credit 129,000,000.00 19.14
Rate 115,976,730.00 17.21

TOTAL OTHER OPERATIONS 244,976,730.00 36.35

3.2. BREAKDOWN OF ASSET, LIABILITY AND OFF-BALANCE SHEET ITEMS, BY TYPE

Fixed rate % Variable rate % Rate subject to 
review % Other %

ASSETS
Deposits         

Bonds and similar securities 464,276,857.94 68.90   10,580,675.23 1.57   

Credit instruments 115,084,801.51 17.08       
Temporary transactions in 
securities 18,058,349.24 2.68       

Financial accounts       46,832,251.54 6.95

LIABILITIES
Temporary transactions in 
securities 18,075,172.36 2.68       

Financial accounts       231.10  

OFF-BALANCE SHEET
Hedges 344,954,775.32 51.19       

Others operations 115,976,730.00 17.21       
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3.3. BREAKDOWN OF ASSET, LIABILITY AND OFF-BALANCE SHEET ITEMS, BY TIME TO 
MATURITY(*)

< 3 months % ]3 months - 1 
year] % ]1- 3 years] % ]3 - 5 years] % > 5 years %

ASSETS

Deposits           
Bonds and similar 
securities   8,617,428.99 1.28 111,531,834.48 16.55 54,357,688.14 8.07 300,350,581.56 44.57

Credit instruments 115,084,801.51 17.08         
Temporary transactions 
in securities         18,058,349.24 2.68

Financial accounts 46,832,251.54 6.95         

LIABILITIES
Temporary transactions 
in securities 18,075,172.36 2.68         

Financial accounts 231.10          

OFF-BALANCE SHEET

Hedges         344,954,775.32 51.19

Others operations     84,826,980.00 12.59   31,149,750.00 4.62 
(*) All hedges are shown in terms of time to maturity of the underlying securities.

3.4. BREAKDOWN OF ASSET, LIABILITY AND OFF-BALANCE SHEET ITEMS, BY LISTING OR 
EVALUATION CURRENCY (HORS EUR)

Currency1
USD

Currency 2
GBP

Currency 3
CHF

Currency N
Other currencies

Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount %

ASSETS
Deposits         

Equities and similar securities         

Bonds and similar securities 18,738,039.97 2.78       

Credit instruments         

Mutual fund   4,803,493.46 0.71     

Temporary transactions in securities         

Receivables 1,382,346.70 0.21       

Financial accounts 1,997,000.36 0.30 41,890.85 0.01 1.98    

LIABILITIES
Transactions involving transfer of financial 
instruments         

Temporary transactions in securities         

Debts 18,786,824.57 2.79 4,804,839.74 0.71     

Financial accounts 230.04      1.06  

OFF-BALANCE SHEET
Hedges 85,964,275.32 12.76       

Other operations         
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3.5. RECEIVABLES AND PAYABLES: BREAKDOWN BY ITEMS

Type of debit/credit 09/30/2021

RECEIVABLES
Forward foreign exchange purchase 376,453.43

Funds to be accepted on urgent sale of currencies 23,464,954.26

Sales deferred settlement 8,333,051.63

Cash collateral deposits 3,666,357.17

Collateral 28,040,000.00

TOTAL RECEIVABLES 63,880,816.49
PAYABLES

Urgent sale of currency 23,589,940.27

Forward foreign exchange sale 369,297.91

Purchases deferred settlement 28,858,168.88

Fixed management fees 309,634.14

Variable management fees 2,243,276.80

Collateral 20,180,000.00

Other payables 203,600.25

TOTAL PAYABLES 75,753,918.25
TOTAL PAYABLES AND 
RECEIVABLES -11,873,101.76

3.6. SHAREHOLDERS' FUNDS

3.6.1. Number of units issued or redeemed

In units In value

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - E C
   

Units subscribed during the period 1,154.419 12,173,512.19

Units redeemed during the period -3,485.791 -36,669,095.59

Net Subscriptions/Redemptions -2,331.372 -24,495,583.40

Units in circulation at the end of the period 15,050.985
   

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 C
   

Units subscribed during the period 463 103,534,370.41

Units redeemed during the period -391 -87,514,500.30

Net Subscriptions/Redemptions 72 16,019,870.11

Units in circulation at the end of the period 825
   

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 C
   

Units subscribed during the period   

Units redeemed during the period   

Net Subscriptions/Redemptions   

Units in circulation at the end of the period 1.000
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3.6.1. Number of units issued or redeemed 

In units In value

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I C
   

Units subscribed during the period 636.912 81,007,808.92

Units redeemed during the period -564.456 -71,755,213.54

Net Subscriptions/Redemptions 72.456 9,252,595.38

Units in circulation at the end of the period 1,448.514
   

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL C
   

Units subscribed during the period   

Units redeemed during the period   

Net Subscriptions/Redemptions   

Units in circulation at the end of the period 12.860
   

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - P C
   

Units subscribed during the period 16,171.559 1,630,013.77

Units redeemed during the period -1,814.496 -183,246.46

Net Subscriptions/Redemptions 14,357.063 1,446,767.31

Units in circulation at the end of the period 30,032.200
   

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - USD C
   

Units subscribed during the period   

Units redeemed during the period -0.131 -1,627.22

Net Subscriptions/Redemptions -0.131 -1,627.22

Units in circulation at the end of the period 29.000
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3.6.2. Subscription and/or redemption fees

In Value
  

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - E C
Total acquired subscription and/or redemption fees  

Acquired subscription fees  

Acquired redemption fees  
  
  

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 C
Total acquired subscription and/or redemption fees  

Acquired subscription fees  

Acquired redemption fees  
  
  

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 C
Total acquired subscription and/or redemption fees  

Acquired subscription fees  

Acquired redemption fees  
  
  

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - I C
Total acquired subscription and/or redemption fees  

Acquired subscription fees  

Acquired redemption fees  
  
  

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL C
Total acquired subscription and/or redemption fees  

Acquired subscription fees  

Acquired redemption fees  
  
  

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - P C
Total acquired subscription and/or redemption fees  

Acquired subscription fees  

Acquired redemption fees  
  
  

Unit AMUNDI STAR 2 - USD C
Total acquired subscription and/or redemption fees  

Acquired subscription fees  

Acquired redemption fees  
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3.7. MANAGEMENT FEES

09/30/2021
  

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - E C 

Guarantee commission  

Fixed management fees 671,031.63

Percentage set for fixed management fees 0.40

Variable management fees 738,811.49

Trailer fees  
  
  

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 C 

Guarantee commission  

Fixed management fees 382,851.38

Percentage set for fixed management fees 0.20

Variable management fees 721,775.40

Trailer fees  
  
  

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 C 

Guarantee commission  

Fixed management fees 563.44

Percentage set for fixed management fees 0.55

Variable management fees  

Trailer fees  
  
  

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I C 

Guarantee commission  

Fixed management fees 385,212.09

Percentage set for fixed management fees 0.21

Variable management fees 772,482.16

Trailer fees  
  
  

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL C 

Guarantee commission  

Fixed management fees 160,694.83

Percentage set for fixed management fees 0.12

Variable management fees  

Trailer fees  
  
  

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - P C 

Guarantee commission  

Fixed management fees 13,510.64

Percentage set for fixed management fees 0.55

Variable management fees 8,483.71

Trailer fees  
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3.7. MANAGEMENT FEES 

09/30/2021
  

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - USD C 

Guarantee commission  

Fixed management fees 1,089.95

Percentage set for fixed management fees 0.30

Variable management fees 1,664.70

Trailer fees  
  

3.8. COMMITMENTS RECEIVED AND GIVEN

09/30/2021

Guarantees received by the fund  

- including capital guarantees  

 
Other commitments received  

Other commitments given  
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3.9. FUTHER DETAILS

3.9.1 Stock market values of temporarily acquired securities

09/30/2021

Securities held under sell-back deals  

Borrowed securities  

3.9.2. Stock market values of pledged securities

09/30/2021

Financial instruments pledged but not reclassified  

Financial instruments received as pledges but not recognized in the Balance Sheet  

3.9.3. Financial instruments held, issued and/or administrated by the GROUPE

ISIN code Name of security 09/30/2021

Equities  

Bonds 9,629,033.60

FR0014005J14 CA 0.5% 21-09-29 EMTN 4,471,017.15

FR0014005RZ4 CASA ASSURANCES 1.5% 06-10-31 5,158,016.45

Notes (TCN)  

UCITS 58,276,702.46

FR0010319996 AMUNDI ABS Part IC 53,473,209.00

FR0013234028 AMUNDI ABS Part I GBP 4,803,493.46

Hedges  

Total group financial 
instruments 67,905,736.06
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3.10. TABLE OF ALLOCATION OF THE DISTRIBUTABLE SUMS 

Table of allocation of the distributable share of the sums concerned to profit (loss)

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Sums not yet allocated

Brought forward   
Profit (loss) 2,297,331.86 7,251,690.54

Total 2,297,331.86 7,251,690.54

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - E C 

Allocation
Distribution   
Brought forward   
Capitalized 150,068.66 1,744,309.83
Total 150,068.66 1,744,309.83

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 C 

Allocation
Distribution   
Brought forward   
Capitalized 543,054.43 1,865,058.90
Total 543,054.43 1,865,058.90

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 C 

Allocation
Distribution   
Brought forward   
Capitalized 374.62 865.58
Total 374.62 865.58
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09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I C 

Allocation
Distribution   
Brought forward   
Capitalized 487,757.34 1,948,695.08
Total 487,757.34 1,948,695.08

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL C 

Allocation
Distribution   
Brought forward   
Capitalized 1,117,208.95 1,678,775.32
Total 1,117,208.95 1,678,775.32

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - P C 

Allocation
Distribution   
Brought forward   
Capitalized -1,689.78 9,979.15
Total -1,689.78 9,979.15

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - USD C 

Allocation
Distribution   
Brought forward   
Capitalized 557.64 4,006.68
Total 557.64 4,006.68
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Table of allocation of the distributable share of the sums concerned to capital gains and losses

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Sums not yet allocated

Net Capital gains and losses Accumulated from Previous business 
year

  

Net Capital gains and losses of the business year -2,434,336.23 -8,961,937.81
Allocation Report of distributed items on Net Capital Gains and Losses   

Total -2,434,336.23 -8,961,937.81

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - E C 

Allocation

Distribution   
Net capital gains and losses accumulated per share   
Capitalized -574,337.75 -2,460,130.98
Total -574,337.75 -2,460,130.98

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 C 

Allocation

Distribution   
Net capital gains and losses accumulated per share   
Capitalized -669,510.23 -2,256,920.75
Total -669,510.23 -2,256,920.75

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 C 

Allocation

Distribution   
Net capital gains and losses accumulated per share   
Capitalized -373.29 -1,365.73
Total -373.29 -1,365.73
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09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I C 

Allocation

Distribution   
Net capital gains and losses accumulated per share   
Capitalized -669,903.03 -2,351,960.55
Total -669,903.03 -2,351,960.55

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL C 

Allocation

Distribution   
Net capital gains and losses accumulated per share   
Capitalized -511,585.19 -1,855,834.76
Total -511,585.19 -1,855,834.76

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - P C 

Allocation

Distribution   
Net capital gains and losses accumulated per share   
Capitalized -10,963.46 -21,268.71
Total -10,963.46 -21,268.71

 

09/30/2021 09/30/2020

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - USD C 

Allocation

Distribution   
Net capital gains and losses accumulated per share   
Capitalized 2,336.72 -14,456.33
Total 2,336.72 -14,456.33
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3.11.Table of profit (loss) and other typical features of 
the fund over the past five financial periods 

09/29/2017 09/28/2018 09/30/2019 09/30/2020 09/30/2021

Global Net Assets in 
EUR 788,991,029.29 1,450,659,184.70 1,063,283,031.67 656,676,503.39 673,864,262.45

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 
- E C in EUR 

Net assets 34,693,729.99 341,986,013.58 260,482,512.86 180,350,995.99 159,330,041.46

Number of shares/units 3,331.247 33,142.414 25,041.831 17,382.357 15,050.985

NAV per share/unit 10,414.63 10,318.68 10,401.89 10,375.52 10,586.02

Net Capital Gains and 
Losses Accumulated 
per share 

161.27 67.87 -269.45 -141.53 -38.15

Net income 
Accumulated on the 
result

111.76 127.50 127.41 100.34 9.97

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 
- I2 C in EUR 

Net assets 203,119,326.07 396,985,378.22 381,901,179.59 165,498,173.91 185,371,334.98

Number of shares/units 926 1,823 1,736 753 825

NAV per share/unit 219,351.32 217,764.88 219,989.15 219,785.09 224,692.52

Net Capital Gains and 
Losses Accumulated 
per share 

3,394.74 1,425.50 -5,690.62 -2,997.23 -811.52

Net income 
Accumulated on the 
result

2,753.70 3,127.89 3,154.09 2,476.83 658.24

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 
- I3 C in EUR 

Net assets  99,905.71 100,683.25 100,331.84 102,646.63

Number of shares/units  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

NAV per share/unit  99,905.71 100,683.25 100,331.84 102,646.63

Net Capital Gains and 
Losses Accumulated 
per share 

 287.96 -2,607.83 -1,365.73 -373.29

Net income 
Accumulated on the 
result

 40.35 1,208.76 865.58 374.62
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3.11.Table of profit (loss) and other typical features of 
the fund over the past five financial periods 

09/29/2017 09/28/2018 09/30/2019 09/30/2020 09/30/2021

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 
- I C in EUR 

Net assets 124,376,683.65 286,611,755.07 248,309,771.89 172,458,035.55 185,536,119.53

Number of shares/units 993.976 2,307.087 1,979.503 1,376.058 1,448.514

NAV per share/unit 125,130.46 124,231.01 125,440.46 125,327.59 128,087.21

Net Capital Gains and 
Losses Accumulated 
per share 

1,937.36 812.12 -3,246.38 -1,709.20 -462.47

Net income 
Accumulated on the 
result

1,447.58 1,789.84 1,739.90 1,416.14 336.72

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 
- IRL C in EUR 

Net assets 420,704,072.63 419,035,781.82 166,295,119.59 136,346,659.65 140,104,004.26

Number of shares/units 40.013 40.013 15.688 12.860 12.860

NAV per share/unit 10,514,184.70 10,472,490.98 10,600,147.85 10,602,384.10 10,894,557.09

Net Capital Gains and 
Losses Accumulated 
per share 

162,370.50 68,781.69 -273,764.77 -144,310.63 -39,781.11

Net income 
Accumulated on the 
result

212,023.48 185,249.78 172,352.00 130,542.40 86,874.72

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 
- P C in EUR 

Net assets  99.91 433,781.52 1,559,780.19 3,044,453.76

Number of shares/units  1.000 4,333.881 15,675.137 30,032.200

NAV per share/unit  99.91 100.09 99.50 101.37

Net Capital Gains and 
Losses Accumulated 
per share 

 0.30 -2.64 -1.35 -0.36

Net income 
Accumulated on the 
result

 0.02 0.56 0.63 -0.05
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3.11. Table of profit (loss) and other typical features of 
the fund over the past five financial periods 

09/29/2017 09/28/2018 09/30/2019 09/30/2020 09/30/2021

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 
- USD C in USD 

Net assets in USD 7,208,129.88 6,899,600.83 6,279,533.43 425,116.42 435,373.28

Number of shares/units 523.000 490.176 429.141 29.131 29.000

NAV per share/unit in 
USD 13,782.27 14,075.76 14,632.79 14,593.26 15,012.87

Net Capital Gains and 
Losses Accumulated 
per share in EUR

-1,013.56 646.10 705.36 -496.25 80.57

Net income 
Accumulated on the 
result in EUR

100.27 202.32 164.09 137.54 19.22
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3.12. Portfolio listing of financial instruments in EUR 
Name of security Curren

cy Quantity Market value % Net 
Assets

Bonds and similar securities
Listed bonds and similar securities
AUSTRIA

BAWAG GROUP 2.375% 26-03-29 EUR 3,000,000 3,165,674.48 0.47
RAIFFEISEN BANK INTL AG 1.375% 17-06-33 EUR 4,400,000 4,429,631.58 0.66

TOTAL AUSTRIA 7,595,306.06 1.13
BELGIUM

BELFIUS SANV 1.25% 06-04-34 EUR 5,500,000 5,484,149.11 0.81
TOTAL BELGIUM 5,484,149.11 0.81

CANADA
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA TORONTO 0.25% 01-11-28 EUR 3,000,000 2,957,538.85 0.44

TOTAL CANADA 2,957,538.85 0.44
CAYMAN ISLANDS

HUTCHISON WHAMPOA 3.625% 06/22 EUR 5,000,000 5,185,893.64 0.77
TOTAL CAYMAN ISLANDS 5,185,893.64 0.77

CHILE
CHILE GOVERNMENT INTL BOND 0.555% 21-01-29 EUR 302,660 301,658.76 0.04

TOTAL CHILE 301,658.76 0.04
CZECH REPUBLIC

RAIFFEISENBANK AS 1.0% 09-06-28 EUR 3,200,000 3,219,241.35 0.48
TOTAL CZECH REPUBLIC 3,219,241.35 0.48

DENMARK
DANBNK 0 7/8 05/22/23 EUR 4,000,000 4,080,054.88 0.61
JYSKE BANK DNK 0.05% 02-09-26 EUR 4,000,000 3,977,598.90 0.59

TOTAL DENMARK 8,057,653.78 1.20
FRANCE

ALD 0.0000010% 23-02-24 EMTN EUR 4,000,000 4,009,689.80 0.59
ARVAL SERVICE LEASE 0.0% 01-10-25 EUR 4,400,000 4,386,631.83 0.65
BNP PAR 0.5% 19-01-30 EMTN EUR 3,400,000 3,364,421.62 0.50
BNP PAR 0.875% 31-08-33 EMTN EUR 3,000,000 2,966,130.85 0.44
BNP PAR 4.625% PERP USD 3,000,000 2,669,541.84 0.39
CA 0.5% 21-09-29 EMTN EUR 4,500,000 4,471,017.15 0.66
CAISSE NATLE DE REASSU MUT AGRICOLE 0.75% 07-07-28 EUR 5,500,000 5,455,366.04 0.81
CASA ASSURANCES 1.5% 06-10-31 EUR 5,200,000 5,158,016.45 0.77
COMPAGNIE DE SAINT GOBAIN 1.75% 03-04-23 EUR 1,800,000 1,867,726.29 0.28
DERICHEBOURG 2.25% 15-07-28 EUR 1,200,000 1,245,316.50 0.19
EDF 3.875% 18/01/2022 EUR 3,300,000 3,431,535.35 0.51
ENGIE 1.875% PERP EUR 2,500,000 2,522,305.72 0.37
FAURECIA 2.375% 15-06-29 EUR 5,400,000 5,502,015.04 0.82
HOLDING INFRASTRUCTURES DE TRANSPORT 0.625% 27-03-
23 EUR 5,000,000 5,065,260.37 0.75

ILIAD 1.875% 11-02-28 EUR 200,000 192,951.87 0.03
ILIAD 1.875% 25-04-25 EUR 1,600,000 1,612,656.96 0.24
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3.12. Portfolio listing of financial instruments in EUR 
Name of security Curren

cy Quantity Market value % Net 
Assets

IMERYS 1.0% 15-07-31 EUR 2,000,000 1,985,997.04 0.30
LAMON 2 1/8 06/23/31 EUR 3,600,000 3,810,692.91 0.57
MUTUELLE ASSUR DES COMMERC ET IND FR 2.125% 21-06-52 EUR 3,600,000 3,644,726.17 0.54
ORANO 2.75% 08-03-28 EMTN EUR 5,000,000 5,365,700.74 0.80
RENAULT 2.5% 01-04-28 EMTN EUR 7,000,000 7,089,120.66 1.05
RENAULT CREDIT INTL BANQUE 0.25% 08-03-23 EUR 2,000,000 2,012,853.82 0.30
SG 0.5% 12-06-29 EUR 3,500,000 3,451,864.86 0.51
SG 0.5% 13-01-23 EMTN EUR 4,000,000 4,053,375.10 0.60
TECHNIP ENERGIES NV 1.125% 28-05-28 EUR 3,500,000 3,610,126.83 0.53
TOTALENERGIES SE 2.125% PERP EUR 4,200,000 4,174,232.61 0.62

TOTAL FRANCE 93,119,274.42 13.82
GERMANY

ALLIANZ SE 2.6% PERP EUR 6,000,000 5,931,395.08 0.88
AMPRION 0.625% 23-09-33 EMTN EUR 2,500,000 2,444,353.24 0.36
BAYER 0.625% 12-07-31 EUR 2,500,000 2,426,029.86 0.36
DEUTSCHE BK 5.625% 19-05-31 EUR 2,700,000 3,262,608.90 0.49
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG 0.75% 24-06-23 EUR 5,000,000 5,089,484.59 0.75
VOLKSWAGEN LEASING 2.625% 01/24 EUR 4,000,000 4,322,867.66 0.64
VONOVIA SE 0.0% 01-12-25 EMTN EUR 5,200,000 5,176,137.77 0.77
ZF FINANCE 2.75% 25-05-27 EMTN EUR 3,000,000 3,142,011.53 0.47
ZF FINANCE 3.0% 21-09-25 EMTN EUR 1,500,000 1,581,915.22 0.23

TOTAL GERMANY 33,376,803.85 4.95
GUERNSEY

SIRIUS REAL ESTATE 1.125% 22-06-26 EUR 4,600,000 4,632,676.98 0.68
TOTAL GUERNSEY 4,632,676.98 0.68

INDONESIA
INDONESIA GOVERNMENT INTL BOND 1.3% 23-03-34 EUR 3,600,000 3,528,645.53 0.53

TOTAL INDONESIA 3,528,645.53 0.53
IRELAND

FCA BANK SPA IRISH BRANCH 0.125% 16-11-23 EUR 4,200,000 4,221,740.09 0.62
FCA BANK SPA IRISH BRANCH 0.5% 13-09-24 EUR 4,000,000 4,056,233.91 0.60
FRESENIUS FINANCE IRELAND 1.5% 30-01-24 EUR 3,000,000 3,133,397.28 0.47

TOTAL IRELAND 11,411,371.28 1.69
ITALY

ASSI 5.0% 08-06-48 EMTN EUR 3,000,000 3,700,919.84 0.54
ENI 3.375% PERP EUR 2,200,000 2,420,543.24 0.35
INTE 1.35% 24-02-31 EMTN EUR 6,000,000 6,065,313.80 0.90
INTE 5.5% PERP EMTN EUR 2,500,000 2,789,798.87 0.42
LEASYS ZCP 22-07-24 EUR 4,700,000 4,700,685.78 0.69
MEDIOBANCABCA CREDITO FINANZ 2.3% 23-11-30 EUR 3,250,000 3,397,405.83 0.51
POSTE ITALIANE 2.625% PERP EUR 4,000,000 4,002,638.14 0.60
SAIPEM FINANCE INTL BV 3.125% 31-03-28 EUR 1,500,000 1,555,967.53 0.23
TELECOM ITALIA SPA EX OLIVETTI 1.625% 18-01-29 EUR 4,800,000 4,763,092.27 0.71
TIM SPA 2.875% 28-01-26 EMTN EUR 3,000,000 3,232,069.07 0.48
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3.12. Portfolio listing of financial instruments in EUR 
Name of security Curren

cy Quantity Market value % Net 
Assets

UNICREDIT 2.2% 22-07-27 EMTN EUR 2,394,000 2,571,140.96 0.38
UNICREDIT 2.731% 15-01-32 EUR 4,500,000 4,768,629.59 0.71
UNICREDIT 7.296% 02-04-34 EMTN USD 3,000,000 3,230,804.37 0.48

TOTAL ITALY 47,199,009.29 7.00
JAPAN

ASAHI BREWERIES 0.01% 19-04-24 EUR 4,000,000 4,014,570.29 0.59
NISSAN MOTOR 3.201% 17-09-28 EUR 2,200,000 2,475,968.91 0.37

TOTAL JAPAN 6,490,539.20 0.96
LUXEMBOURG

ACEF HOLDING SCA 0.75% 14-06-28 EUR 3,800,000 3,781,381.47 0.56
ADLER GROUP 2.25% 14-01-29 EUR 6,000,000 5,026,257.32 0.75
AROUNDTOWN 5.375% 21-03-29 USD 12,670,000 12,837,693.76 1.90
BANQUE 1 1/2 09/28/23 EUR 5,200,000 5,361,045.83 0.79
BECTON DICKINSON EURO FINANCE SARL 0.632% 04-06-23 EUR 3,200,000 3,247,998.33 0.48
CK HUTCHISON GROUP TELECOM FINANCE SA 0.375% 17-10-
23 EUR 7,000,000 7,088,381.04 1.06

CNH INDU 2.875% 17-05-23 EMTN EUR 3,000,000 3,177,858.60 0.47
EUROCLEAR INVESTMENTS 1.375% 16-06-51 EUR 1,600,000 1,597,978.77 0.24
NESTLE FIN 0.625% 14-02-34 EUR 4,000,000 3,992,393.22 0.59
NOVO NORDISK FINANCE NETHERLANDS BV 0.0% 04-06-24 EUR 3,100,000 3,122,318.79 0.47
SBB TREASURY OYJ 0.75% 14-12-28 EUR 3,400,000 3,375,509.00 0.50
SELP FINANCE SARL 0.875% 27-05-29 EUR 2,000,000 2,010,510.06 0.30
TRATON FINANCE LUXEMBOURG 0.0% 14-06-24 EUR 4,100,000 4,103,263.76 0.61

TOTAL LUXEMBOURG 58,722,589.95 8.72
NETHERLANDS

ADECCO INTL FINANCIAL 0.5% 21-09-31 EUR 2,300,000 2,258,723.37 0.34
CONTI GUMMI FINANCE BV 2.125% 27-11-23 EUR 3,100,000 3,299,960.53 0.49
COOPERATIEVE RABOBANK UA 3.1% PERP EUR 2,600,000 2,701,504.60 0.40
DAIMLER INTL FINANCE BV 0.25% 06-11-23 EUR 3,000,000 3,034,262.21 0.45
DEUTSCHE BAHN FINANCE 1.125% 29-05-51 EUR 5,000,000 4,972,992.17 0.74
INNOGY FINANCE BV 0.75% 30-11-22 EUR 3,000,000 3,048,477.11 0.45
NATLENEDERLANDEN BANK NV 0.5% 21-09-28 EUR 5,400,000 5,363,135.79 0.79
NIBC BANK NV 2.0% 09-04-24 EUR 2,400,000 2,539,689.90 0.38
NV LUCHTHAVEN SCHIPHOL 0.0% 22-04-25 EUR 2,000,000 2,002,859.08 0.30
REDEXIS GAS FINANCE BV 1.875% 28-05-25 EUR 2,000,000 2,129,179.91 0.32
REPSOL INTL FINANCE BV 4.247% PERP EUR 4,000,000 4,530,966.02 0.67
SAGAX EURO MTN NL BV 1.0% 17-05-29 EUR 3,400,000 3,404,786.44 0.50
TELEFONICA EUROPE BV 2.376% PERP EUR 4,100,000 4,058,397.32 0.60
UPJOHN FINANCE BV 1.023% 23-06-24 EUR 1,000,000 1,030,870.96 0.15
VOLKSWAGEN INTL FINANCE NV 4.625% PERP EUR 3,000,000 3,518,360.85 0.53

TOTAL NETHERLANDS 47,894,166.26 7.11
NORWAY

AKER BP A 1.125% 12-05-29 EMTN EUR 2,700,000 2,734,439.20 0.41
EQUINOR A 1.375% 22-05-32 EMTN EUR 1,900,000 2,055,345.09 0.30

TOTAL NORWAY 4,789,784.29 0.71
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3.12. Portfolio listing of financial instruments in EUR 
Name of security Curren

cy Quantity Market value % Net 
Assets

SPAIN
ABANCA CORPORACION BANCARIA 0.5% 08-09-27 EUR 2,000,000 1,997,037.92 0.30
ABANCA CORPORACION BANCARIA 4.625% 07-04-30 EUR 1,900,000 2,104,711.68 0.31
ACSSM 1 3/8 06/17/25 EUR 1,500,000 1,525,869.55 0.23
BANCO DE BADELL 2.5% 15-04-31 EUR 8,000,000 8,236,916.87 1.22
BANCO NTANDER 3.625% PERP EUR 5,800,000 5,658,947.72 0.84
CAIXABANK 0.5% 09-02-29 EMTN EUR 1,008,800 999,682.81 0.15
CAIXABANK 3.625% PERP EUR 3,000,000 2,927,030.75 0.43
CELLNEX FINANCE 1.0% 15-09-27 EUR 3,900,000 3,836,582.49 0.57
CRITERIA CAIXAHOLDING SAU 1.5% 10-05-23 EUR 3,000,000 3,098,919.55 0.46
MERLIN PROPERTIES SOCIMI 1.875% 04-12-34 EUR 3,000,000 3,045,597.84 0.45

TOTAL SPAIN 33,431,297.18 4.96
SWEDEN

CASTELLUM AB 3.125% PERP EUR 5,700,000 5,688,145.03 0.84
INVESTOR AB 0.375% 29-10-35 EUR 2,200,000 2,091,698.39 0.32
SECURITAS AB 1.25% 06-03-25 EUR 4,000,000 4,183,420.59 0.62

TOTAL SWEDEN 11,963,264.01 1.78
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

EMIRATES TELECOMMUNICATIONS 0.875% 17-05-33 EUR 6,200,000 6,214,700.84 0.93
TOTAL UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 6,214,700.84 0.93

UNITED KINGDOM
BARCLAYS 1.106% 12-05-32 EUR 4,200,000 4,247,815.75 0.63
NATWEST GROUP 1.043% 14-09-32 EUR 2,400,000 2,394,655.38 0.36
ROYAL BK SCOTLAND GROUP 0.75% 15-11-25 EUR 5,000,000 5,133,905.07 0.76
SANTANDER UK GROUP 0.603% 13-09-29 EUR 4,400,000 4,353,038.88 0.64
VODAFONE GROUP 3.0% 27-08-80 EUR 2,400,000 2,481,417.34 0.37

TOTAL UNITED KINGDOM 18,610,832.42 2.76
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ACE INA 0.3% 15-12-24 EUR 1,000,000 1,012,608.33 0.15
AMERICAN TOWER 0.4% 15-02-27 EUR 3,200,000 3,190,110.69 0.48
BAXTER INTL 0.4% 15-05-24 EUR 3,000,000 3,042,512.13 0.45
BK AMERICA E3R+1.0% 22-09-26 EUR 6,400,000 6,530,913.16 0.96
CA LA 0.4% 06-05-30 EUR 2,000,000 1,997,766.84 0.29
FORD MOTOR CREDIT 3.25% 15-09-25 EUR 1,700,000 1,816,622.24 0.27
GENE MOT 0.955% 07-09-23 EMTN EUR 2,500,000 2,548,066.08 0.38
GOLD SACH GR 0.75% 23-03-32 EUR 4,300,000 4,222,929.10 0.63
GOLD SACH GR E3R+1.0% 30-04-24 EUR 4,000,000 4,049,762.07 0.60
IBM INTL BUSINESS MACHINES 0.375% 31-01-23 EUR 4,000,000 4,050,096.97 0.60
LOUIS DREYFUS COMPANY BV 1.625% 28-04-28 EUR 2,200,000 2,283,768.99 0.34
MEDTRONIC GLOBAL HOLDINGS SCA 0.375% 07-03-23 EUR 5,000,000 5,060,410.76 0.75
NEW YORK LIFE GLOBAL FUNDING 0.25% 04-10-28 EUR 15,500,000 15,442,945.28 2.29
VIATRIS 2.25% 22-11-24 EUR 5,000,000 5,422,623.48 0.81

TOTAL UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 60,671,136.12 9.00
TOTAL Listed bonds and similar securities 474,857,533.17 70.47
TOTAL Bonds and similar securities 474,857,533.17 70.47
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3.12. Portfolio listing of financial instruments in EUR 
Name of security Curren

cy Quantity Market value % Net 
Assets

Credit instruments
Credit instruments traded in a regulated market or equivalent
FRANCE

FREN REP PRES ZCP 10-11-21 EUR 115,000,000 115,084,801.51 17.08
TOTAL FRANCE 115,084,801.51 17.08
TOTAL Credit instruments traded in a regulated market or 
equivalent 115,084,801.51 17.08

TOTAL Credit instruments 115,084,801.51 17.08
Collective investment undertakings

General-purpose UCITS and alternative investment funds 
intended for non-professionals and equivalents in other countries
FRANCE

AMUNDI ABS Part IC EUR 215 53,473,209.00 7.94
AMUNDI ABS Part I GBP GBP 21.5 4,803,493.46 0.70

TOTAL FRANCE 58,276,702.46 8.64
TOTAL General-purpose UCITS and alternative investment 
funds intended for non-professionals and equivalents in 
other countries

58,276,702.46 8.64

TOTAL Collective investment undertakings 58,276,702.46 8.64
Securities given in repo
CHILE

CHILE GOVERNMENT INTL BOND 0.555% 21-01-29 EUR 1,397,340 1,392,717.39 0.21
TOTAL CHILE 1,392,717.39 0.21

FRANCE
BNP PAR 0.5% 19-01-30 EMTN EUR 2,100,000 2,078,025.12 0.32
ILIAD 1.875% 11-02-28 EUR 7,000,000 6,753,315.51 1.00

TOTAL FRANCE 8,831,340.63 1.32
ITALY

UNICREDIT 2.2% 22-07-27 EMTN EUR 3,606,000 3,872,821.34 0.57
TOTAL ITALY 3,872,821.34 0.57

SPAIN
ABANCA CORPORACION BANCARIA 4.625% 07-04-30 EUR 2,600,000 2,880,131.77 0.43
CAIXABANK 0.5% 09-02-29 EMTN EUR 1,091,200 1,081,338.11 0.15

TOTAL SPAIN 3,961,469.88 0.58
TOTAL Securities given in repo 18,058,349.24 2.68

Debts representative of securities given in repo -18,082,889.45 -2.68

Compensations for securities given in repo 7,717.09  
Hedges

Engagements à terme fermes
Engagements à terme fermes sur marché réglementé ou 
assimilé
EURO SCHATZ 1221 EUR 756 -63,140.00 -0.01
FGBL BUND 10A 1221 EUR -650 1,567,700.00 0.23
US 10YR NOTE 1221 USD -757 938,942.58 0.14
XEUR FBTP BTP 1221 EUR 205 -400,740.00 -0.06
XEUR FGBX BUX 1221 EUR -125 630,700.00 0.10
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3.12. Portfolio listing of financial instruments in EUR 
Name of security Curren

cy Quantity Market value % Net 
Assets

XEUR FOAT EUR 1221 EUR -200 586,000.00 0.08
TOTAL Engagements à terme fermes sur marché 
réglementé ou assimilé 3,259,462.58 0.48

TOTAL Engagements à terme fermes 3,259,462.58 0.48
Other hedges
Interest rate swaps
E3R/0.0/FIX/-0.050 EUR 40,000,000 510,734.13 0.08
E3R/0.0/FIX/0.872 EUR 50,000,000 -3,796,323.60 -0.57

TOTAL Interest rate swaps -3,285,589.47 -0.49
Credit Default Swap (CDS)
ACCOR 3.625 09-23_20 EUR -4,000,000 100,918.09 0.01
ARCE MI 1.0 05-23_20 EUR 6,000,000 1,103,858.93 0.17
BARCLAYS FIX 110924_ EUR -11,000,000 -14,080.86  
BARIT.TELEC.5.75%28_ EUR -10,000,000 -122,303.78 -0.02
BP CAP 1.876 04-24_2 EUR -9,000,000 -224,497.60 -0.03
CELL TEL 3.13 07-22_ EUR 5,000,000 946,968.44 0.14
CNH INDU 2.88 05-23_ EUR -5,000,000 -1,077,033.44 -0.16
DAIMLER 1.4 01-24_20 EUR -8,000,000 -201,770.22 -0.03
IBER INT 1.13 01-23_ EUR 7,000,000 196,494.04 0.03
ITRAXX EUROPE S36 V1 EUR -130,000,000 -3,423,513.89 -0.50
ITRAXX EUROPE S36 V1 EUR -45,000,000 -1,187,562.50 -0.17
ITRAXX EUROPE S36 V1 EUR -25,000,000 -659,756.94 -0.10
ITRAXX EUR XOVER S36 EUR -20,000,000 -2,388,663.78 -0.36
KPN NV 5.625% 09-24_ EUR -12,000,000 -144,893.73 -0.02
NEXT 3.625 05-28_201 EUR -5,000,000 -59,909.39  
STEL NV 5.25 04-23_2 EUR 7,000,000 1,418,617.12 0.21
STEL NV 5.25 04-23_2 EUR 3,000,000 -15,446.17 -0.01
SUED IN 1.25 11-23_2 EUR -8,000,000 -36,412.62 -0.01
VIVENDI 1.88 05-26_2 EUR -7,000,000 -106,121.24 -0.02
VIVENDI 1.88 05-26_2 EUR -15,000,000 -196,750.17 -0.02
VOLK INT 0.88 01-23_ EUR 7,000,000 80,578.94 0.01

TOTAL Credit Default Swap (CDS) -6,011,280.77 -0.88
TOTAL Other hedges -9,296,870.24 -1.37
TOTAL Hedges -6,037,407.66 -0.89

Margin call
APPEL MARGE CACEIS USD -1,088,187.52 -938,942.59 -0.14
APPEL MARGE CACEIS EUR -2,320,520 -2,320,520.00 -0.35

TOTAL Margin call -3,259,462.59 -0.49
Receivables 63,880,816.49 9.48
Payables -75,753,918.25 -11.24
Financial accounts 46,832,020.44 6.95
Net assets 673,864,262.45 100.00
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3.12. Portfolio listing of financial instruments in EUR 

Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I C EUR 1,448.514 128,087.21
Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - P C EUR 30,032.200 101.37
Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I2 C EUR 825 224,692.52
Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - IRL C EUR 12.860 10,894,557.09
Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - E C EUR 15,050.985 10,586.02
Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - I3 C EUR 1.000 102,646.63
Units AMUNDI STAR 2 - USD C USD 29.000 15,012.87
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Note(s) 
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Informations about the Fund (next) 
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